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Action to be taken at regents meeting

Curris to recommend Bryan
for dean of admissions post
Phillip Bryan, who has served
as director of school relations at
Murray State University since
1974, will be recommended for the
position of dean of admissions and
registrar at the Friday meeting of
the board of regents.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university president, said he will
recommend Bryan to succeed
Wilson Gantt, who retired earlier
this summer after serving the
university for 26 years.
Curris said a campus screening
committee headed by Robert
Head, chairman of the Department of Art, recommended
Bryan's appointment "strongly
and unanimously . . . and without
reservation."

Other members of the screening
committee were faculty members
Margaret Simmons, Dr. Bill
Seale, Bill Taylor and Dr. Marvin
Mills and student Steve Simmons
of Hopkinsville.
Bryan, a Frankfort native, wa4
formerly a guidance specialist in
the Kentucky Department of
Education in Frankfort. His experience also includes five years
as a teacher at the junior high
school level in the Franklin County school system and three years
as a guidance counselor at
Franklin County High School.
He earned the A.B. degree at
Kentucky State University and the
M.S. degree at Indiana State
University. He has done'''. addi-

tional graduate work at Eastern
Kentucky University and at Murray State.
Among other items on the agenda at the Friday meeting will be
recommendations for a new chairman of the Department of Home
Economics, an interim chairman
of the Department of
Mathematics and some fee
changes in home economics and
nursing.
The agenda also includes
several committee reports, an
evaluation of accounting and
business services, a report of the
dean of admissions• and registrar
for degree conferrals and resolutions of appreciation in recogaition of retirees.
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Senators conclude debates; prepare
to vote on balanced budget proposal
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i API — After
two weeks of sporadic debate, the
Senate is ready to begin voting on
a proposed constitutional amendment to balance the federal
budget.
Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., said he hopes the
Senate will finish with the

Memphis police
capture Hayes
Escaped convict Jackie Hayes,
22,-Padi1cah, was apprehended at
approximately 1 a.m, today in
Memphis by Memphis police.
According to Kentucky State
Police Information Officer
Richard Wright, no details of the
arrest were available. However,
he was to talk to Memphis officials
later today.
State police sent two troopers to
Memphis and made positive identification on Hayes.
Hayes is accused of stabbing
Trooper Tommy Williams, 33, of
Livingston County, and Ledbetter
Deputy Carney Hopkins, 54, while
being returned from Michigan City, Ind., to Smithland to stand trial
on burglary and escape charges.
According to state police, Hayes
escaped from his restraints and
pulled a knife on the officers about
nine miles south of Smithland.
Hayes appeared in Memphis
court today and waived extradition. Wright said state police will
begin extradition proceedings in
Kentucky.

chance of rain
Today hazy hot and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms mainly during
the afternoon. High around 90.
Light southwest winds. Tonight
warm and humid with a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Merrey ledger & Times
by 530 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday throw/3h Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Senordays.

measure by Thursday.
The politically popular amendment has 61 sponsors in the Senate
and 231 in the House.
•
Nonetheless, critics are hoping
to defeat the legislation by slowing
the drive toward the two-thirds
vote needed for passage in both
the House and Senate.
Among them is Sen. Charles
McC Mathias Jr., R-Md.. who says
the amendment is a "fig leaf"
designed to cover up congressional inability to cut government
spending or raise enough taxes
through the normal legislative
processes.
Opponents say creating a rigid
budget-balancing mechanism
would make the government incapable of reacting to rapidly
changing economic conditions.
Politically, they say it is
hypocritical for President Reagan
to propose and for Congress to approve federal deficits of over $100
billion while enacting a constitutional amendment which will not
be felt until at least 1986.
Supporters say the time has
come for Congress to set a firm
mechanism in place to guarantee
that legislators will be prevented
from approving spending programs without the revenue to pay
for them.

Soviet grain sale
.plan extended WASHINGTON (AP) — 'A
year's extension of the existing
agreement covering sales of U.S.
grain to the Soviet Union reportedly has been agreed upon by President Reagan.
The administration believes the
year's extension would tell the
Soviets that martial law was not
being eased quickly enough in
Poland, CBS News reported Monday,citing no sources.
The agreement expires Sept. 30.
A similar report was carried in
today's editions of The New York
Times, citing several unidentified
administration sources.
A consensus to renew the agreement for one year had been reached by officials of the White House
and the State. Agriculture and
Treasury departments, The
Times quoted administration
aides as saying.
A one-year extension of the
grain agreement is the minimum
requested by Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block, the
Times said. Block has said that
American farmers, facing huge
surpluses, desperately need
markets for their grain.
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Once through the Congress, the
amendment would then have to be
ratified by three-fourths of the
state legislatures.
As approved by the Senate
Judiciary Committee, the amendment would require Congress to
approve an annual federal budget
with every dollar spent matched
with every dollar taken in taxes.
A change suggested by Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., to be
debated and likely voted on today,
would also require that the president submit a balanced budget to
the Congress.

Reading awards
to be presented
Final awards program for Summer Reading Program will be at
3:30 p.m. Thursday at the
Calloway County Public Library.
Lynn Hewitt, coordinator, said
awards will be given to all
children who have read five or
more books as a part of the summer program.
Hewitt urged all children to attend the awards program. She
asked children and parents to note
the change from Friday to Thursday for the awards program.

Paducah Summer Festival
activities slated to continue
The 16th annual Paducah Summer Festival got underway Friday in the 'River City' with activities and excitement galore.
Residents from surrounding areas

IA

came to see hot air balloons, to
listen to music, to ride the Executive Queen, and much, much
more.
Many activities are still on tap
for the remaining days of the
festival. Some of those promised
include a puppet show, a sky dive
on Jetton Field by Super Chicken,
the McClean Family Band from
Berea, and night plane rides over
Paducah.
Other highlights scheduled
throughout the week include a
diaper derby, festival variety
show, the Dan Steele Band, and
Jack Stalcup with His Clelbrated
Orchestra.
The Darlye Miller Fashion
Show, a sidewalk sale and country
fair, various merchant's sales and
the Singleton Palmer's Dixieland
Six Band, along with a reenactment of the 3rd Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, sky diving
aerial practice exhibitions, a
Duke and Duchess Dinner, paddlewheel races on the Ohio River,
a swim suit contest, and a concert
by the First Baptist Church
Festival Chior are but a few of the
events planned for the weekend. ,
An added attraction to this
year's festival is an exhibit of mail
art collages by Indiana artist Bill
Whorrall.
Anyone desiring more information about the Paducah Summer
Festival may do so by contacting
the Paducah-McCracken County
Tourist and Convention Commission, P.O. Box 90, Paducah. or by
telephoning 1502 443-8783

CONSOLING THE SOLE -- Monsanto Co. workers at Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus of Murray State
University continue the replacement of artificial turf despite extreme temperatures. The playing field and
endzones will be covered with AstroTurf The new surface is nylon grass knit into polyester tire cord on top
of a five-eighths inch shock absorbing pad which covers an asphalt base under the playing area. The turf
comes in 15-foot strips and will be sewn together and locked into place. Cost of the project is 6466,000. The new
turf replaces the stadium's original surface which was installed in 1973.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

State employees ask personnel board
to upgrade new job classifications
tion and pay range;pay ranges for
By BILL BERGSTROM
some job duties were "severely
Associated Press Writer
restricted- and some employees
—
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
duties and responsibilities were
Sixty-two state employees are
reduced, the appeal said.
asking the state Personnel Board
It also said the board failed to
to upgrade their classifications
establish an adequate appeals
under the new pay -for procedure.
performance plan.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. discussIn an appeal filed with the board
ed the controversial state
Monday,they ask that the Personemployee classifications at a
nel Department be directed to furspecial cabinet meeting Monday,
nish copies of the state' agency
calling the plan progressive but
reports and analyses used in arwondering if it tries • "to do too
riving at the new job classificamuch too soon."
tions.
"Maybe we're trying to put too
They also ask "that each and
much on state employees before
every action of the Department of
they can absorb it." Brown said.
'Personnel found to be
The plan sets out job and pay
discriminatory and penalizing to
the state merit system employees
be set aside and appropriate corrective orders issued...The Personnel Board meets in
about three weeks.
The 62 said they and other merit
system euiployees were demoted,
discriminated against and
By The Associated Press
penalized by the June reclassificaThe Palestine Liberation
tion.
Employees have until Saturday Organization scorned an offer of
to file individual appeals of their refuge in Sudan today, and Israeli
warplanes joined gunboats and arclassifications.
A practice employee-rating tillery in a furious barrage of
period is scheduled this fall, and, Yasser Arafat's besieged guerthe pay-for-performance plan is rillas in west Beirut.
In Jerusalem, U.S. Sen Paul
slated to start at the beginning of
Tsongas. D-Mass.. said Prime
next year.
Minister Menachem Begin told
The 62 said they were appealing
individually and on behalf of all him he would never negotiate with
Arafat. "No, under no conditions.
similarly affected merit system
Never. No contact with Arafat,"
employees.
They said the Personnel Depart- Tsongas quoted Begin as saying.
The Israeli invaders also cut off
ment disregarded length of service and merit system status in electricity and water to the
developing the new classifica- western half of Lebanon's capital,
tions, and called this where PI,0 fighters have been
"unreasonable, arbitrary and surrounded since the early days of
Israel's June 6 invasion to
capricious."
Numerous state employees obliterate Arafat's guerrilla arwere demoted in rank, classifica- my

categories and in the process
leaves 11 percent of the state's
30,000 workers with disadvantages
in pay.
Employee organizations have
protested the move and asked that
the appeals deadline be delayed.
Brown said his cabinet
secretaries do not believe the'
deadline should be changed,
declaring that would confuse an
already complicated issues.
They felt that six weeks was
enough time," Brown said.
He said the key was communication — explaining the program to state employees — and
urged his secretaries to spread the
word.

Guerrillas hit with barrage
from Israeli warplanes, boats
"Why should I go to Sudan? I
am not a Sudanese." said Arafat's
chief spokesman Mahmoud
Labadi when asked about the offer
of sanctuary by Sudanese President Gaafar Mohammed Nimeiri.
• We are willing to leave
Lebanon immediately," Labadi
told reporters in west Beirut.
"Lebanon is not our country. But
our homeland is occupied by the
Israelis."
Nimeiri is the first Arab leader
to publicly announce he will provide a haven for the PLO guerrillas if they are evacuated from
the Israeli-ringed Moslem sector
of the Lebanese capital.
There had been speculation the
guerrillas would reject refuge so
far from the war front with Israel,
in a North African nation with
(Continued On Page 21

Attend the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center opening Wednesday
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Impression misleading;
Brown has been in office
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
I'
NKFORT, Ky AP
So you think Gov John N.
Jr
has been absent from Kentucky more than.any governor" According
to Brown, you're wrong.
The governor unveiled a somewhat surprising tidbit of information
Monday, saying that statistics show he has been in the state more
than his two predecessors.
The figures had been compiled by. his staff and Brown said they
would be -refined" to make certain of accuracy.
However, the governor said the material so far indicates he has
spent slightly less time out of Kentucky on authorized state government working days than did forms Govs. Julian Carroll and
Wendell Ford, who also are Democrats.
Brown said that to date, he was out of the state 20.1 percent of the
time compared with 20.9 percent for Carroll and 20.5 percent for
Ford.
The public impression has been quite different
Brown has been perceived as a traveling governor who, often with
wife Phyllis, spends most of his time outside Kentucky on various
business or personal trips.
In fact, a joke among political insiders is that Lt. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins. who becomes acting governor everytime Brown is
gone and is an unannounced gubernatorial candidate, cannot run
because of the state's prohibition against a governor serving two
terms.
Brown called his cabinet into special session earlier in the day.
mainly to discuss the controversial classifications of state
employees.
•
The governor said he still thinks the plan -on paper is progressive
with merit," but wonders if it is trying "to do too much too soon."
"Maybe we're trying to put too much on state employees before
they can absorb it:" Brown said.
The plan sets out job and pay categories and in the process leaves
11 percent of the state's 30,000 workers with disadvantages in pay.
Several employee organizations have protested the move and asked that the appeals deadline be set back from next Saturday.
Brown said his cabinet secretaries do not believe the deadline
should be changed. declaring that would confuse an already complicated issues.
"They felt that six weeks was enough time," Brown said.
The governor said the pay and classification program, the first in
25 years. is "painful" and also offends worker sensitivities, but said
he is not backing off from implementation.
He said the key seems to be communication - explaining the program to state employees -- and that he has urged his secretaries to
spread the word.
Brown said he also distributed briefing papers to his cabinet in
regard to the Legislative suit against him seeking a court declaration
of gubernatorial and legislative powers.
The governor planned to leave Tuesday for the Southern Governors' Conference at Hilton Head. S. C.. for a couple of days. He has
conference roles on energy and Appalachia.
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A PICNIC IN THE PARK - When school bells silence their" season. LaDonna Boren, 2 -year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
ringing, and *Mr. Sun' calls all to singing, nothing beats a midBoren, Dexter, finds an excursion to Murray-Calloway County Park
morning picnic in the park. Regardless of their ages, children know
an enjoyable way to spend the day with other members of her family.
when summer arrives and they know what activities go with the
Staff photo by Greg Travis

General Motors reports profits
By LORRAINE CICHOWSK I
AP Business Writer
Despite the recession's
deteriorating effect on sales, the
nation's largest automaker has
posted a profit for the second
quarter, but losses more than
tripled at another major car company. Meanwhile, an interest rate
that affects business borrowing
took another dip.
General Motors Corp. said Monday it earned $560 million in the

4

three months ended June 30, up 8.8
percent from a profit of $514.6
million in the second quarter of
1981. Sales at the No. 1 domestic
carmaker were off 4.8 persent to
$17.2 billion from $18.02 billion.
American Motors Corp. lost
$68.7 million in the second
quarter, its ninth straight quarterly loss. The loss at the fifth-largest
automaker was more than three
times its $19.9 million loss in the
second quarter of 1981.
AMC sales fell to $667.2 million
from $721.8 million.
A study released in Washington
by the National Science Foundation said domestic automakers
must undergo "close to a cultural
revolution" to survive against
foreign competition. It said the
U.S. industry may move much of
its production overseas, with twothirds of all cars sold in America
possibly built abroad.'
Two major banks - No. 4
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
of New York and No. 6 Chemical

Bank of New York - cut their
prime lending rates to 15.5 percent, matching the rate's lowest
level since 1980. Wachovia Bank &
Trust Co. in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
ranked 32nd by deposits, matched
the reduction, and others were expected to follow suit.
„
Last week. a 16 percent prime
rate swept the industry. The
priine is the base used by banks to
calculate interest on loans to their
best corporate customers.
In other economic news:
-The National Association of
Realtors said in Washington that
its monthly survey showed resales
of single-family houses at an annual rate of 1.95 million in June,
up 2.6 percent from the May sales
pace. But June resales were off
27.2 percent from June 1981 and
51.5 percent from the peak level of
November 1978.
-The American Iron and Steel
Institute said steel production
rose to 1.292 million tons in the

week ended July 24, up 3.7 percent
from the previous week. But it
noted that production for the year
so far still is 35.4 percent below the
level of the same period a year
ago.
-A government study said
health care spending continued to
outpace inflation in 1981, growing
15.1 percent to $287 billion. The
sum represented spending of
$1,225 for every American and accounted for 9.8 percent of the
gross national product - a
measure of all goods and services
produced by the economy.
-The Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association said newsprint production in June totaled 652,000
metric tons, off 12.2 percent from
May's 743,000 metric tons and a
decline of 12.9 percent from
749,000 metric tons in June 1981.
Despite the drop. U.S. newsprint
inventories remained at nearrecord levels with stocks on hand
June 30 totaling 1.564 million
metric tons, or a 61-day supply.

Federal authorities wonder of plans
for arsenal found in YMCA rooms

•

TOBACCO TALK - Senators Walter c Dee Huddleston c left ) and Jesse Helms discuss their bill creating a
tobacco price support program that will operate at no cost to the taxpayers. Huddleston and Helms, ranking
Democrat and chairman of the Senate Agriculture committee, successfully led efforts to defeat crippling
amendments that would have seriously weakened the tobacco price support program.

Helicopter crash causes additional
questions concerning movie tactics
By KATHLEEN CARROLL
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES AP - The
helicopter that killed actor Vic
Morrow and two children when it
spun out of control and crashed on
a movie set may have been flying
too low in violation of federal

Accident leaves
man hospitalized
A Murray man. Earl I.ynn
Phillips. 39, 1523 Beckett, has been
hospitalized as a result of a two
vehicle accident Monday afternoon at the intersection of U.S. 641
and Highway 121.
According to police reports.
Phillips' car, a 1970 Volvo, was
struck by a 1978 Chevrolet truck
driven by Bobby Joe Parham. 45,
Route 6, Mayfield.
Reports stated that the truck in
which Parham was traveling appeared to moving at a fast rate of
speed when it failed to stop for a
red light and hit the small car.
Phillips, store manager for the
new Murray JC Penney store, is
reported in satisfactory condition
this morning at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital with a
ti!Uhl.Tat clavicle and multiple
lacerations {Ind abrasions, according to a spokeswoman for the
hospital

regulations, an investigator says.
Don Llorente, chief investigator
for the National Transportation
Safety Board, said Monday that
federal regulations prohibit aircraft from flying lower than 500
feet "above persons and property."
After viewing the films of Friday's crash, Llorente said the
chopper "roughly appeared to be

Graphic equalizer
taken from store
According to a report filed with
the Murray City Police Department, Steve Bell, owner of Sunset
Blvd. record shop, discovered the
theft of a Graphic Equalizer by
Kenwood. .
The equipment, valued at $150,
was taken from his place of
business in the Dixieland Shopping Center sometime between July 23-26, according to the report.
Murray police are currently investigating the incident.

Correction
Monday's • edition incorrectly
stated that Rex Benefield was
chairman of the Graves County
Republican Party. Benefield is
chairman of the Graves County
Democratic Party.

20 feet above the ground."
The Federal Aviation Administration can waive those
regulations, he said, but "so far
we haven't come up with any"
waivers for the chopper that
crashed during filming of "The
Twilight Zone." a four-segment
movie being made by four directors. .
"Helicopters may have a different regulatory thing. although I
don't think they do, quite frankly," Llorente said in a telephone
interview late Monday night. "But
in order to give them the benefit of
the doubt, all these facets will be
answered before the investigation
is complete. Our definite concern
is the height of the helicopter at
the time of the accident."
Morrow. 53. My-Ca Dihn Le, 7,
and Renee Shinn Chen, 7, were
killed when the helicopter carrying four cameras crashed during a
barrage of explosives. The three
were struck by the helicopter's
main rotor blade, Llorente said.
Morrow and I,e were
ecapitated by the rotor, and Miss
Chen died of •"multiple trauma,"
the coroner's office reported.
It was "absolutely illegal" for
the two children to be working at
2:30 8.m., eight hours after the
child work curfew of 6:30 p.m.,
state tabor officials say. Restart&
an investigation will be turned
over to the district attorney's office for possible charges

By TOM EBLEN
found two more rooms of exAssociated Press Writer
plosives and equipment.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ) AP )- As
"That was a misunderstanpolice tried to identify explosives, ding," said Ashburn. who is direcweapons and tomputer equipment ting the investigation. "There's
found in two YMCA rooms a block
only two rooms total. We're just
from the World's Fair, federal going up there today to get the rest
authorities wondered what the ex- of the stuff out of them."
convict who rented the rooms
Authorities have kept security
planned to do with the stockpile.
tight around the fair's 72-acre
Michael Gerald King, 30. was downtown site, which has been
arraigned Monday on charges of s visited by President Reagan, the
possessing explosives, stolen mer- space shuttle astronauts and other
chandise and illegal drugs. He
dignitaries. Former presidents
was held in lieu of $53,000 bond.
Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford
-What he planned to do with all
plan to attend the fair, which
that is purely speculation," FBI
closes Oct. 31 after a six-month
agent Bob Satkowski said. "One
run.
"
guess would be as good as
King was paroled from a Knoxanother."
ville work release center )n May
Secret Service Agent Thomas J.
1977 after spending P2 years in
Bondurant said he interviewed
prison for burglary. He has lived
King, a World's Fair parking lot
at the YMCA since.
attendant. on Monday but
Also found in King's room was a
wouldn't comment on the inphoto album with "Our Wedding"
vestigation.
printed on the cover containing
-He could have been dangerous
only a picture of actress Suzanne
with the equipment he had,"
Somers, police said. The rooms
police detective Tom Stiles said.
also contained an M-1 rifle, a .22"I asked him if he had the equipcaliber pistol, 30 or 40 dynamite
ment to make a bomb and he said
caps and sulfuric acid.
he could make several."
"He said he got the computers
Detective Jerry Ashburn today
just to play with" Stiles said.
denied reports that police had
FBI* agents said they entered
the investigation because much of.
the computer equipment appeared to have been stolen from
the Tennessee Valley Authority, a

seven-state federal utility with
headquarters two blocks from the
YMCA.
FBI agents in Tennessee and
Arkansas also were interested in a
diagram that King told police
showed a security system at the
Nuclear One power plant near
Ark.
King. a former maintenance
man for the Easter Seal Society,
said he found the 3-foot-square
diagram while cleaning trash out
of a trailer sold by a now-defunct
computer systems company in
Oak Ridge,Stiles said.
Bill Crowder, former engineering vice president for Tennecomp
Systems Inc., said the diagram
apparently was part of a security
system the company designed
four years ago for the power plant
grounds.
But the diagram would have
been useless to anyone wanting to
get into the plant. Crowder said,
"The design of those things is
fairly common. They're not
classified or anything like that."
he said.
An Aug. 4 hearing in City Sessions Court was scheduled for
King, a native of Athens, Tenn.
YMCA officials alerted police
Friday when maintenance men
spraying for bugs saw a gun in one
of King's rooms.

Minor damage
reported in
Sunday fire

Israeli...

A Sunday morning fire resulted
in minor smoke damage to the
utility area of the Louie Duncan
home on Miller Road off U.S. 641.
According to Paul Lyles of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad, the fire started in the utility area and was extinguished
before it could spread to the rest of
the structure. Six firefighters with
two units responded.
A brush fire Saturday night
burned some fence on property
owned by John Ed Scott, Highway
144 by New Concord. Nine men
with-four trucks I e3witcled.- -Cause of the fire is unknown.
No injuries were reported from
either incident.

( Continued From Page 1)
instensified by midday with the
rapid explosions shaking many
close ties to the United States and
west Beirut neighborhoods. It was
Egypt, vilified in the Arab world
the sixth straight day of shelling
for making peace with Israel.
Finding a country of exile for following day and night air
the guerrillas is a major obstacle assaults on west Beirut.
I,ebanese police said 15 civilians
in U.S. special envoy Philip
Habib's protracted efforts to ar- were killed and 47 wounded in day
range their evacuation and ward and gight air raids Monday, but
off a final Israeli onslought into did .not mention any guerrilla •
casualties. The PLO claimed 101 *
west Beirut.
As Habib shuttled from London casualties in the fifth day of
to Jerusalem to meet with Begin, Israeli air attacks.
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel
Israeli jets screamed over west
Beirut in thunderous divebomb- Sharon was quoted by Israeli news
and gunboats,-tanks-and ar- -media Monday assaying his army
tillery poured massive barrages no lOnger was waiting for the PLO
to open fire before launching its
into PI.0 strongholds.
The blitz that began at midnight own bombardments.
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The fieagen administration hasn t sun any
medals for economic. forecasting during the past
year. The president's advisers first underestimated
the recession and then predicted a vigorous
recovery beginning early this year.
• In fact, the recession proved unexpectedly severe
and the recovery just now in prospect is likely to be
painfully slow. Interest rates may not recede to
"normal" levels until sometime next year and
unemployment will remain a problem at least until
then.
Having conceded these miscalculations, the
White House is still entitled to argue that its basic
economic policies are the best available choices at
an admittedly difficult time.
Consider, for example, the question of federal
spending. Congressional Democrats are criticizing
next year's projected budget deficit of $103 billion.
But what would that deficit have been had Mr.
Reagan permitted the Democrats to continue spending along the lines suggested by, say. House
Speaker Tip O'Neill?
What the projected 1983 deficit proves is that getting federal spending under control is more difficult
than anyone imagined, even with a fiscal conservative in the White House and his supporters in control of the Senate. Speaker O'Neill is looking awfully silly these days trying to transform that fact into
a rationale for electing liberal. prospending
Democrats in the Congressional elections next
November.•
The debate over tax cuts is similarly illuminating. Mr. Reagan has history, common
sense, and most economists on his side when he
argues that restoring a healthy economy requires
more money in the private sector and a lighter tax
burden for most Americans. Even many
Democrats agree, at least in theory.
Nevertheless, the administration's efforts to cut •
income tax rates have encountered fierce.
resistance from those in Congress who find it easier
to keep tax rates high than to cut spending. Most
Democrats and some Republicans favored postponing the 10 percent tax cut that took- effect July 1.
And pressure to defer or even cancel the final 10
percent cut scheduled for next July 1 remains
strong.
With indexing of federal income tax rates against
inflation still three years away and Social Security
taxes steadily increasing, any failure to implement
the Reagan tax cuts would amount to imposing a
steeply rising tax burden on nearly all working
Americans. That, in turn, would almost certainly
throttle economic recovery and thus prolong the
recession, •
Mr. Reagan's strategy for reversing the
economic decline of the last decade.is fundamentally sond, notwithstanding a recession brought on by
the fiscal and monetary sins of the past. His critics
continue to attack individual components of that
strategy but they have yet to advance a plausible
alternative.

garrott's gallery

by m.c. gorrott

Some local boys making good in films
and the school administrative world
Kate Mrs. Charles L. Eldridge
could care less whether Barbara is
told about James and Brenda's
carryings-on on
As The World
Turns," or whether or not Silas
pushes Nola off that ledge above the
inactive volcano on "Guiding Light."
Kate has been watching some of
the "soaps," yes, but not because she
spends a lot of time irollowing their
bizarre and complicated stories. She
has been watching them of late to
catch an occasional prideful glimpse
on her grandson,Paul Adams.
Paul is the two-year-old son of her
daughter, Deborah,and her-husband,
Ed Adams. Ed's parents are Exie
and Laura Adams, who live on South
10th Street.
Paul is being seen these days in a
clothes modeling role on a series of
commercials being broadcast
regularly over Channel 6 ( WPSDTV Paducah by the Ben Snyder
clothing store over there.
The commercials were put
together by an advertising agency in
Evansville, Ind., an employee of
which is a neighbor of Deborah and
Ed's in their Henderson
neighborhood. Knowing that the'
agency needed a little boy for the Ben
Snyder commericals. the lady suggested Paul. and Deborah was called
and asked if they could check him
out.
Of course, she said, quite flattered
by the call. He was "auditioned" and
chosen for the filming. The commercials then were made in the agency's
Evansville studios.
They are being seen on Channel 6
and will be every day for the next six
weeks — during the -Today Show,"
the Richard Simmons' .exercise
show, during the "Donohue" show,
before the news and after some of the

heart-rendering episodes of the
soaps.
That's why Kate is spending so
much time in front of their TV set
these days. Leroy, who has to work at
his admissions job at Murray State,
is missing seeing most of them, but
all you have to do is to ask him about
their grandchildren — they have two
of them — and he'll tell you when and
where you can see Paul strut his
stuff.
Deborah teaches third grade at the
new Spotsville School near Henderson, while Ed is with IBM and works
across the Ohio in its Evansville office.

While in this -local boy makes
good"vein, Don and Bonnie Jones
also are busting their buttons with
pride these days.
Their son-in-law, Larry Stinson,
has — at 30 years of age — just
become the youngest public school
superintendent in the state of Indiana
and at a 3-year annual salary of
$40,000.
Larry, who received his doctor's
degree at age 27 from Indiana
University, is married to Don and
Bonnie's oldest .daughter, Donna.
They have been lWing in Warsaw,
Ind., where Larry was the assistant
superintendent in charge of finance.
Previously, he had been principal of
a high school for four years.
His new job is at Bremen, Ind., only 30 miles from Warsaw and which
helps in making the move an easy
one. There will be 1,400 students in
his district when school starts this
fall.
Before going to Indiana to work on
his doctorate. Larry, a 1973 music
graduate of Murray State, was the
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Fifteen months of agonizing Navy inquiries into
the death of a sailor in the Ranger's brig have ended
with a single — and controversial — conviction.
Darryl Summons, a black petty officer, was found
guilty of maltreatment and battery against Airman
Paul Trerice and sentenced to hard labor. No other
officer or enlisted man was convicted in the heat
prostration death.
Civil Rights Commissioner Clarence Pendleton
asked Navy Secretary John Lehman to review the
case. "I'm not accusing anyone of racism, but the
appearances are there," Pendleton said. •'There
were five general courts-martial but the low man on
the totem pole who happens to be black gets convicted."
We share Pendleton's concern. The Navy
secretary must make sure that no racism was involved, that a black man was not singled out, that
the Navy did not punish a scapegoat. If any injustice is found, the case must be retired. But if no
racism is found, the Navy must stand by the court
martial.
Trerice's parents have called the legal proceedings a "white-wash." At least one Navy officer
questions whether it is not longstanding Navy
policy for the commanding officer to take responsibility for all that goes on aboard ship. Minority
groups are concerned about fairness. Blacks make
up a vital part of the navy: any injustice against
them harms the morale of our fleet.
We had hoped that the Trerice affair could finally
be put to rest and the Ranger steam into new
waters. But there will be no end to the controversy
until the public is convinced that there no no taint of
racism or scapegoatism in the lone conviction.
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band director at Fulton City schools. unable to be present.
Donna also is a Murray State
His conditioned worsened, and
graduate. and taught at the Rhea shortly afterward was diagnosed at
Elementary School in Paris. Tenn.. Fort Campbell, plans then were
before going to Indiana. They have made to move him without delay to
two children — Will, 21 2, and Sarah Walter Reed for more specialized
Beth, one year old.
treatment than was available to him
•••
there at Fort Campbell.
We all have a good friend in the
They are giving him chemotherapy
hospital at Wright-Patterson Air treatments at Wright-Patterson now.
Force Base at Dayton. Ohio, who and I'm sure some cards, letters of
needs our prayers,cards and letters.
phone calls (rom his friends back
He is Bill Zambella, who with his here in Murray would do much to
wife, the former Levicie Jean Mur- brighten his days there. Here is his
phy of Murray, was among the stauc- address:
chest supporters of the Murray High
William A. Zambella, USAAF
Tiger Band. They went almost Medical Center. Unit 1 North,
everywhere the band did for several Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
years. and worked at all kinds of jobs Ohio 45433.
to help support it.
•••
Bill, a physically disabled military
I want to add congratulations to my
veteran, has been stricken with acute
leukemia. He was on the way to good friend, Johnny Prichard, on
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, that hole-in-one he scored a week ago
D.C., in a hospital plane out of Fort this past Sunday on the 125-yard 11th
hole at the Murray Country Club.
Campbell when his condition
Johnny, a retired lieutenant colnecessktated him being taken off the
plane and hospitalized at the Wright- onel in the Army and another of those
folks who fall in love with Murray
Patterson base.
Since then, Levicie, has been spen- and come bck here to make their
home, hit a 9-iron on the shot. The
ding most of her time there with him.
Bill and Levicie — who was my ball hit 26 inches beyond the hole —
secretary at Murray State for he vows he measured it, every inch of
backed up into the cup.
several years and one of the best I it
"It takes a real pro to put that kind
ever had — have just recently
adopted two fine-looking little boys to of backspin on it," he laughed. He
go with the two older ones they had had plenty of witnesses, too. Playing
adopted earlier. One of the older-is in with him at the time were Bill Honthe Army, with the other, Tony. is a do i Holt, Bill Bogard, Judge James
recent Murray High graduate and a Lassiter, Johnny McCage and Billy
Thurman.
former Tiger band member.
It was the affable colonel's first
About a month ago, they had a party in the Peoples Bank community hole-in-one, and he went on to get
room to celebrate the signing of the three birdies among the next seven
final adoption papers on the two holes he played that day, giving him
younger boys. Carl and Tommy, but a three-under-par 33 for the nine and
Bill was not feeling well and was • an even par 72 for the day.
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Recovery may be slim

ns

Lily with
from the

Miirray Ledger & Times

NEW YORK ( API — Those promises of economic recovery, so
dutifully and regularly announced by
the White House, produce an image
of fresh air filling the economic sails
and pushing the country ahead again.
Recovery, it is widely believed,
means once-idle factories filled with
the sounds of production; breadwinners holding their heads high again;
consumers going out and buying
rather than denying.
There are degrees of recovery,and
what seems to be headed our way
might not be enough to fill the sails.
Rather than gusting, the winds of
recovery might settle in like a gentle
breeze.
•'We definitely think we are going
to have a good third quarter and good
fourth quarter," Donald Regan, the
treasury secretary, said Friday.
Growth, he said, might be at an annual rate of 4.5 percent.
But in perspective, that isn't much.
Jack Lavery. chief economist of Merrill Lynch, Regan's old firm,says the
average of all the nation's economic
expansions since World War II has
been 7 percent.
Regan's expectations, though they
are the brightest he could envision.
as suggested by his use of the phrase
"as high as 4.5 percent," are low.
Recovery, yes, but a disappointing
one.
Recovery also has to be measured
in length. Several years of expansion
used to be expected in the wake of a
recession, and this was true into the

1970s. How long will Regan's
recovery last?
Lavery, whose forecast of
economic growth in the second half of
the year is more optimistic than most
published forecasts, feels that the
recovery will lose wind around the
end of the year. Short. indeed.
Technically, Lavery doesn't see a
return to recession at that time, but
his forecast for the first half of 1983 is
for growth of only 1 percent to 1.5 percent. And that constitutes the
economic doldrums.
He forecasts a more substantial
recovery, but not until the second
half of 1983. Even then, he says, it
would depend on -reasonable control
of government spending- and lower
interest rates.
There are questions about the conviction of forecasters. In almost any
random sampling of economic opinion today you find a decided reluctance of forecasters to be pinned
down. Opinions are cluttered with
"assuming interest rates come
down" and "if deficits prove to be
less than foreseen." suggesting a
lack of confidence.
Murray Weidenbaum. chief White
House economist, declined to argue
with those who wondered if his per- •
sonal forecast might be less optimistic than the official midyear
outlook, yet to be released. "If you
want to think that. I won't argue with
you," said Weidenbaum, who soon
will be leaving his job.
Further hurting White House
credibility is the tendency to be more
optimistic than almost any
forecaster in the private sector, and
the inclination to say the economy
will improve without indicating how.

of USDA donated commodities
valued wholesale at $3,000 during
fiscal year ending June 30. 1952, according to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
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Looking back in Murray's past
Ten years ago
Capt. James F. Rains, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles F. Rains of Murray, is now staff officer in charge of
air defense exercise plans and
policies at Oslo, Norway.
Deaths reported include Jim Scarbrough, 85, Troy Newsome, 72, Mrs.
Amy Lee Flynn, 64. and Mrs. Emma
Freda Blanton.
Rex Alexander received his doctor's degree at Indiana University on
July 20.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Hill, July 25, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ice
Paschall, July 20, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Bell, July 23. and - an
adopted girl to Dr. and Mrs. William
E. Collie, born on June 19 and arriving at Collie home on July 22.

Twenty years ago
Y'Y"
The summer paving program of
the city has started, according to
Mayor Holmes Ellis. M&H Construction Co. received the project work on
a bid basis.
Deaths reported include F.A.
Wilkerson, 86, and Harold Alton, Jr.,
three months.
A full field of 110 golfers are
registered for the third annual Murray Invitational Golf Tournament July 28 and 29 and Murray Country
club_
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Cunningham
and Mr. and Mrs. Artelle Tucker an
daughter, Daytha, vacationed last
week at Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
••
.— • 4
Thirty years ago
School lunchrooms in Murray
received a total of 195 cases or units

Charles I.. Eldridge, teacher of
vocational agriculture at Murra
Training School, has completed 2'
weeks' course in agricultural education at Unversity of Kentucky.
Virginia Russell, Cody Russell.
Mildred Holland, Willie Mae Bazzell
and Hugo Wilson were initiated at
meeting of Murray Star Chapter No
433 Order of the Eastern Star. Euva
Nell Mitchell serves as worthy
matron and Paul Dill as worthy
-pattodi of the chapter,- -Showing at tile Varsity Theatre is
-Man In the Saddle" starring Randolph Scott.
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Tucker-Ridley wedding to be Aug. 7
Improvement still is possible

Mr. and Mts. Mac
Tucker of Hardin announce the engagement
Lawrence E. Lamb,h4.D.
and approaching marDEAR DR. LAMB - My .njury
related to the new calcium effective circulation
riage of their youngest
There's some really excit- blockers used to prevent There is a lot of work yet
daughter, Renee, to Bob husband had a heart attack
peoing
news
about
treating
stopped
dead,
heart
coronary artery spasm and to be done on this area but it
Ridley, son of Mr. and He was
and pulse stopped. The doc- le who have had the circu- heart attacks
offers the opportunity for a
Mrs. Doug Ridley of Rt. 2, tors gave him mouth to ation to the brain stopped.
If the circulation to the major change in how mediGilbertsville.
mouth resuscitation and he as in a severe hemorrhage. brain is not restored within a cal emergencies may be
Miss, Tucker is the came out of it, but he fought We have always believed few minutes there is a mass handled. It may save thougranddaughter of Mr. it Even since the attack he that if you could not restore migration of calcium ions sands of lives each year It
and Mrs. Ed Tucker and has been hard to live with. circulation to the brain in into the walls of the blood will not improve or correct
of Mr. and Mrs. John M. He has had a personality four to six minutes there vessels to the brain. This brain function in people who.
like the was apt to be brain damage stimulates the arteries to already have brain damage
Anderson of Hardin. She change. He doesn't
things I do and often he or even death. But new clamp down so tight that no from age or strokes.
the
is
great- won't talk to me Before this research suggests that in blood can pass through the
giranddaugher of Mrs. attack we had a wonderful many cases that short time brain or get to the brain Everyone should learn
Minnie Carroll and the relationship. I love him so interval can be extended to cells through small arteries. how to handle an emergency
without As a result, even if the circu- that involves stopping of the
late Walter Carroll of much that it makes it very a "golden hour
hoerart or breathing. Courses
difficult for me. Do you have residual brain damage.
lation is restored as was
Murray.
usually offered
That is really exciting done in your husband's case,
Will
he
suggestions?
any
The bride-elect is a 1981
Association, the
because it opens up the pea- the brain cells continue to go by
-- the Heart
always be like this?
graduate of Marshall
Red Cross or the Fire
DEAR'READER — One sibility of saving many peo- without effective circula- Department. The life-saving
County High School and a of the dangers of the heart ple who have sudden heart ,,„
are described in
techniques
second year nursing stu- stopping is that if the circu- arrest, while avoiding brain "`"''
number 7dent at Murray. State lation is not restored quickly damage. It literally means Dr_ White and his team The Health Letter
discovered that if you inject 4, Save a Life, which I am
University. She is the brain may be perma- that many people Who were calcium blockers when you sending you. Others who
may
employed at DeVanti's of nently damaged. That can once given up as dead and restore heart function you want this issue can send 75
cause personality changes actually be saved
Gilbertsville.
can cause those blood yes- cents with a long, stamped,
just as a stroke sometimes returned to normal life
Mr. Ridley is the grand- does. The good part is that
The breakthrough came as sels in the brain to open up self-addressed envelope for
son of Mr. and Mrs. there may be continued a result of work by Dr and permit normal circula- it to me, in care of this newsByron Black of'Hartford improvement in memory Blaine C. White and col- lion to the brain. It looks like paper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
as long City Station, New York, NY
and of Mrs. Lola Ridley and personality for as long leagues of the Detroit the brain cells can go
as an hour without any 10019.
and the late R.D. Ridley as two years after brain Receiving Hospital. It is
of Princeton.
The groom-elect is a
1979 graduate of Marshall
County High School. He is
Adults 135
Puryear, Tenn,
pkins, Rt. 2; Joe S. Mor- Stephens. Rt. 5.
employed at Telford
Fuqua A. Hopkins, Rt.
Nursery 6
Larue Latimer, Rt. 1,
ton, 1000 Walnut.
Heating and Plumbing of 7-23-82
Mildred E. Corbin, Rt. 3; Ethel Holmes, 1502 Puryear, Tenn.; Sadie J.
Murray and at DeVanti's
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Tam- Main St., Benton; Fir- Runyon, Rt.. 3; Ola Mae '
Newborn admissions
of Gilbertsville.
1, Wade, Rt. 1, Hazel; MyrJannis Wetmore and my S. Puckett, Rt. 4, man L. Bucy, Rt.
The wedding will be
Mayfield; Gwen M. Buchanan, Tenn.; tle T. Teague, 514 Wynn,
baby boy. Rt. 1.
at
7
Saturday. Aug., 7.
Charlotte Collins and Gingles, 508 Meadow Juanita V. Earhart, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Rupert F.
p.m. • at the Unity
baby girl, Rt. 1, Lane; Patricia P.- Miller, Dover, Tenn.; Clara W. Parks, 305 North 10th St.;
Cumbeyland
Rt. 4; Rachel 0. Wilson, Marshall, Rt. 2, Hazel: Finis C. Holland, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn. Presbyterian Church,
Box 133, Hazel; I,eonard John B. Dunlap, Rt. 2, Almo,
Dismissals
Highway 80, in Marshall
Renee Tucker
Gary D. Wortham, fit
County.
1;
Barbara G. Blanchan;
All relatives and
to marry Bob Ridley,
friends are invited to at- Rt. 9, Benton; Patsy C
tend. Only out-of-town in- Weber, 8589 Engler St..
St. Johns, Mo.; Dale J.
vitations will be sent.
Hopkins, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Nell S. Younger, T. 6,
Paris, Tenn.; Bernie P.
Casper, Rt. 3, Cadiz.
Douglas L. Taylor, T. 1,
Mrs. Fred Gingles, conMrs. Gingles was in- mg from a recent article which concludes "Thank
tinuing the year's study troduced by Mrs. Henry of the Murray Ledger & God for the Gift of To- Puryear, Tenn.; J.C.
Foy, Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mitri4a4incing the day.
Times
.of well reputed McKenzie.
Mrs. Irma La Follette, chell T. Reeder, Rt. 1;
Devotional thoughts publication of a book of
magazines, presented a
program at the June were given by Mrs. R.A. verse written by Mrs. president, presided. Mrs. Maxie Faye Stafford, 202
meeting of the Magazine Johnston who introduced Henry McKenzie. She Graves served Wallace Rd., Jackson,
Tenn.: Dewey R. LamClub at the home of Mrs. her discussion by a cipp- read the poem, "June," refreshments.
Timothy Graves.
The speaker gave a
history of the beginnings
and present popularity of
Travel Magazine. She inmothers should benefit kid you. I think a woman and yard young-uns.
MEMPHIS,Tenn. AP
cluded some of her own
who has really mothered That's in the Mississippi
from the arrangement.
—
There's
no
one
like
travel experienes, par"Most older people are and matured always vernacular, of course."
grandma
to
take
care
of
Canada.
ticularly in
The program, schedulthe kids. At least that's isolated," she said. needs the love of children
4919'
ed to open Aug. 16 in a
the hope of a new day "They are home alone. to be fully gratified,"
7 10 0 no • 2 041 Sit Sun
Mrs. Dean said she is former elementary
care center, which plans They are losing their
r/iF AIRPLANE OF HOSPITALS
school, will handle 150
to open next month with a friends one by one. If eager to get to work.
-My youngest grand- youngsters, including 60
staff of grannies, ranging you're working, there's
v90.0/09,
child is too old, not a lap infants. Costs will range
no way to withdraw."
in age from 55 to 74.
.9, Ho se0o
OFFICERS OF Multi-Age Preschool Cooperative at Early Childhood EducaSaid Elizabeth Dean, child," she said. -You from $30 to $55 a week,
Carolyn Sterns, direc000
,
911991
tion Center, Murray State University, are, left to right, back row, Melissia Stark,
tor of "Grandma's- said 74, one of the grand- know there's lap subsidized by the United
president, Joyce McCoy, vice president, Tim Scruggs, secretary, middle row,
both children and grand- mothers: "I don't want to children, floor children, Way.
Sharon Starkey, membership, Marty Erwin, parent member, and seated, Donna
Whitfield, treasurer. Not pictured is Tom Belew,fund raising chairman. Marilyn
Dill is director for the coop. Some openings for September are available and for
information call Mrs.Starkey,759-9807.
71590042 00 Sal .504
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Newborns, dismissals listed for local hospital

Mrs. Gingles gives travel program at meeting

Grandmothers to be staff members for center
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Special
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Great Adventure
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You're earning the highest rotes allowable.
Don't settle for -peanuts." Earn the whole
bog at Home Federal

1499.9111oriosem
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Specializing in fresh Ky. Lake catfish, 8.8.0.
Ribs, Plate lunches and homemade desserts
BREAKFAST ANYTIME
Country Ham
Omlettes
Biscuits .1 Gravy

r-

ONDA WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY
BREAKFASr SPECIAL

IVO'
%
20

•

1 eggs
Sausage, bacon or ham
Biscuits and gravy
Coffee

chestnut St. 753-3314

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

TUESDA

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

0 en 8:00•Start 8:30
5.1 ors
3 Rig Hits
FORCE FIVE (III)
STIR CRAZY (1)
NEIGHBORS (a) '

O

. Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
LENDER
759-1630
Home Office 1601 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
IOW NIMAIS

$S A CARLOAD TUB

-Large enough to be strong, yet tuna enough to be friend!).

TI

$225

r. THLIRSDAr-sAruRDA r
SPECIAL

$1.00 off any Fish Dinner

WASHINGTON ( API
— The Comprehensive
Employment and Training program has been the
biggest help to adults
with little or no previous
work experience, according to a government
study.
The study, released
Sunday, showed that
CETA training increased
the average future earnings of women, but did
not seem to affect the
average future earnings
of men.
The discrepancy was
attributed to the fact that
female participants
generally had less
previous work experience
than the men and,
therefore, saw a greater
improvement.
Both male and female
participants with the
least past employment
experience had the
largest earnings gains
after training, according
to the study which was
prepared jointly by the
Congressional Budget Office and the National
Commission for Employment Policy.
The study covered
CETA participants between January 1975 and
June 1976.

Turkey and dressing served every Sunday

Another First

Large area behind restaurant for free set ups
arts and crafts yard sales flea market, etc!
OPEN 6 o m to 10 • m
474-8854

In Murray
.4401/1
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1.
ner, Rt. 1,
J.; Sadie J.
I; Ola Mae
lazel; Myr514 Wynn,
Rupert F.
th 10th St.;
and, Rt. 1,

(Dean)

Miss Tainra Lynn
Norsworthy. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald.D. Cooper, 1523 Oxford Dr ,
Norsworthy, and Robert
Canterbury Estates, and their daughter, Miss
Daryle Cook, son of Mr.
Tanya Lynne Cooper, South 15th Street, have
and Mrs. O.B. Cook, all of
returned home after a 10 days' visit with their son
Murray, were married
and daughter-In-law, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Dan
Saturday , June 19, at
Cooper, of Raton, N.M. Their son is employed with
Poplar Spring Baptist
a Pipeline project in the area. While there they all
By Abigail Van Buren
Church.
toured points in New Mexico and Colorado. Gerald
The double ring
and Tanya also visited the Baptist Assembly at
ceremony was performed
Glorieta, N.M., while in the western state.
at 2 p.m. by the Rev. Ronnie Adams. Mrs. Carol
Kelly presented a program of nuptial music.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hoskie, Rt. 5, are the parents
DEAR ABBY. What is the difference between "having
Spring bouquets with
of a son, Charles Anthony Tony), weighing eight sex- and "making love"?
10:12
at
13,
July
Tuesday,
pounds '2 ounce, born
NEEDS TO KNOW orange rosebuds were usHospital.
ed as decorations at the
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
The mother is the former Tina Calco. The father
DEAR NEEDS: In "having sex." the name of the altar.
Mrs. Linda Norsworis employed by Murray Wholesale Tire. Grand- game is sexual gratification. It's a selfish exercise, a
parents are Mrs. Beverly Calco of Calvert City and physical release in which the partner is a faceless thy, aunt of bride, kept
will
object.
do.)
(Anyone
the register. The wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Metro Hoskie of Murray.
In "making love." one is motivated by an over- was directed by Mrs. Kay
whelming desire to give pleasure, express affection, Taylor.
communicate one's feelings of caring. It's the ultiPreceding the
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club mate in sharing. In making love, the partner is a very ceremony the candles
will play Thursday, July 29, at 9 a.m, at the club. special person.(No one else will do.)
Love is a metropolis. Sex is a whistlestop. Love is were lighted by Tim BirdSubstitutes will be Peggy Billington, Carol Boaz
song and Jim
an eternal torch. Sex is a sputnik!
Smith.
Lana
and
Soderstrom, who also
CarJudy
-One
Court
follows:
as
is
The lineup
•••
served as ushers.
Patsy
Hogancamp
and
roll, Patsy Oakley, Andrea
Bride's dress
BillMiller; Court Two — Georgianna Moffitt, Joni
DEAR ABBY: I would like to make you aware of a new
The bride, escorted to
insurance.
dental
involves
ington, Emmy Edwards and Jeanetta Williams; fraud springing up in our land. It
the altar by her father
Court Three — Frankie McNutt, Brenda Mar- Now that most people are getting dental insurance,it seems and given in marriage by
to
order
in
can
they
as
hard
as
dig
and
probe
dentists
many
quardt, Nancy Whitmer and Lynn Stout; Court
That way, the her parents, wore en
Four — Janna Hughes, Sharron Brown. Sharon loosen patients' old fillings and crack them.
food particles and bacteria will Alfred Angelo designed
or
fall'Out,
either
will
filling
Wells and Lois Keller.
dress formal style with a
get beneath the filling and start a new cavity.
If there is no trouble in your mouth, they will make it. high lace neck with a
to
and Mrs Robert-Daryle Cook
The last dentist I had showed me X-rays of "my- mouth, raised waistline. Pearls
and I noticed the teeth in the X-rays were all crisscrossed. and rhinestones adorned
30,
July
Friday,
be
will
dancing
round
Square and
breath in their hair. The father wore a silver ricane lamps and a
My teeth are wide-spaced! He argued with me, insisted they the gown.
at 7:30 p.m. at the Lynn Grove Skating Rink were my X-rays, but I'm a nurse and I know something
crystal punch bowl.
The back and quarter flower girls also wore the western-type tuxedo with
Counthe
by
be
will
Music
Building at Lynn Grove.
The three-tiered wedabout reading X-rays.
designed in baby's breath and car- a white carnation boutonwere
sleeves
infor
and
invited
and
try Sound Band. The public is
ding cake was white acAnother racket is drilling too deep, damaging a nerve
with 17 ried baskets of daisy niere.
fastened
cape
a
root-canal
a
or
surgeon
formation call 753-5916.
then sending the patient to an oral
Mrs. Norsworthy, cented with apricot roses
buttons and the full petals with orange bows.
specialist who gives the dentist a kickback.
Kenny Chadwick serv- mother of bride, wore a and greenery separted by
My husband suffered agonizing pain, time lost from work length inset sleeves were
ed as best man. dusty rose floor length columns.
and a lot of needless expense for root-canal work that was of nylon. Lace designs
Serving the guests were
were down the front of the Groomsmen included gown. Mrs. Cook, the
Wranglers Riding Club will ride Friday, July 30, probably caused intentionally by his dentist.
Mrs. Betty Jones, Mrs.
gown. Her headpiece was Tim Birdsong and Jirn groom's mother, was atPlease print this as a warning to all people.
at 7:30 p.m. at the rink located on Van Cleve Road
ON TO THEM IN ST. LOUIS a lace cap adorned with S.oderstnom. The tired in a floor length Ladeen Paschall, Mrs.
off Highway 94 East. All members and interested
Sue Outland and Mrs.
0
pearls and lace to match ringbearer was apricot gown. They had
said.
spokesman
club
a
attend,
to
urged
persons are
Debbie Robbins.
DEAR ON: If anyone suspects his dentist of un- the dress.
Christopher Norsworthy, orchid corsages.
The `couple left for a
ethical practices, he should report that dentist to the She wore her great- cousin of pride.
' Reception
local county dental society. There is a dental review grandmother's ring and
A reception followed in wedding trip to
The groom wore a
thoroughly.
Members of the Memorial Baptist Church con- board that investigates every complaint
champagne tuxedo the fellowship hall of the Washington, D.C. They
board will get to the root of the gold chain with a small
now are residing at their
ducted a Bible School on July 13 and 14 for children I assure you the
fashioned in tails with a church.
She
heart.
carried
puffed
matter!
home on•Kentucky lake.
of parents of the carnival at Murray-Calloway
a bouquet of orange boutonniere of three v The bride's, table was
Mrs. Cook is employed
decorated in the color of
County Jaycee Fair. This is the 11th year for the
roses, baby's breath, orange roses.
church to conduct the school anhe fairgrounds.
The other men atten- apricot with a spring silk at Murray-Calloway
baby mums and
Teachers were Sally Scott, Ann Lough and Kim
DEAR ABBY: We are planning a surprise 40th wedding stephanotis accented by dants wore champagne arrangement made by County Hospital. and Mr.
Lough. Crafts were directed by Linda Roach. anniversary celebration for our parents, but we do not want lace ribbons.
tuxedoes and orange rose Mrs. Daytha Outland, Ac- Cook at Arnold Body
Shop
Refreshments were by Wilma Billington and Connie the guests (most of whom will be our parents' friends) to
Mrs. Terese Shemwell, boutonnieres. The bride's cent pieces were hurbring presents. I was told that you printed a very beautiful aunt of bride, was matron
White.
artd tasteful invitation, suggesting that a written recollec- of honor. Bridesmaids
.for less• Viol Mort Solis lo' loss • VVol Mort 5.11. tor less
%Vol NNW 5.11. for Om • Wet Hort 14411
tion of a "shared memory" be the gift.
were Miss Kimberly
Will you please run it again?
Miss
Molena
Save 5.01
ABBY FANS Oates and
I,UMBERTON, N.J. Gallagher said Thursday,
Norsworthy, sister of
Mens
AP) — An elderly she repaid the money
flower
The
girls
bride.
pleasure:
wovhan who once receiv- after receiving a small in- DEAR FANS: With
Dahl
invite
to
you
Helen
Soderstrom
Rachel
were
and
"The children of Ivar
ed help from the county heritance.
with them the 50th wedding anniversary of and Amy Soderstrom,
Mrs. Naylor died . April celebrate
welfare board has more
their parents. A reception will be held May 7, at 2 nieces of groom.
0,411 leather uppers
15
89,
at
her
and
will
than returned the favor
at the Elmhurst Country Club.
The attendants wore
*Goodyear welt construction
.We request your helpin compiling a book. which
by leaving it an estate directed that her proper- p..m
floor length gowns of
*Oil resistant sole
ty also go to the board. recalls memories from our parents' first 50 years of
worth about $46,000.
apricot designed with
2-12
/
•Mens size 61
Evelyn J. Naylor was Gallagher said the money marriage. On the enclosed sheet, we ask that you
pleated skirts and lace
•Reg 19.87
given approximately has been invested, and write one memory or event that you have shared with
bodices. They carried
$2,500 in assistance bet- the interest will be used them, and return it to us by April 26. We believe that
nosegays, miniatures of
ween 1958 and 1960 after to help aged and disabled the loving memories they have shared with you, their.
treasured gift they could the bride's bouquet.
her husband, Frank, 78, people who do not qualify friends, would be the most
The attendants wore 3
therefore, we request that no other gift be
died. Two years later, for certain Medicaid and receive;
small combs of baby's
sent."
board director Robert F. Medicare programs,
OOOOO
•••••
••••••••••••••
•
•

Coopers return from trip
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Norsworthy-Cook vows said

Anthody-(Tony)Hoskie born

Sex Is a Sparkler;
Love Is a Flame
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Woman wills estate to welfare
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Tuesday,July 27
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House.
Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly ) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Group D of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play at 7 p.m. at
the club.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham. Utterback Road.

Wednesday,July 28
Ladies day activities at
Murray County Club will
oe golf at 9 a.m., tennis
scramble and bridge at
9:30 a.m., and luncheon
at noon.
Oaks Country Club will
play golf and bridge at
9:30 a.m.
Today at 3:30 p.m. is
deadline for Quota Deer
Hunt Applications in
Land Between the Lakes.

Thursday,July 29
Final awards program
for Summer Reading
Program will be at 3:30
p.m. at Calloway County
Lambda
Tau Phi
Public Library. Note
827,
Unit
Sorority,
change from Friday to
World,
Woodmen of the
Thursday.
will meet at Woodrnan
Hall at 7 p.m. with Judy
Masters Five, composMcCarty as hostess and ed of leaders in gospel
Gayle Smith as music field, will present a
cohostess._
concert at 7:30 p.m. at
Alcoholics Anonymous Memorial Baptist
will meet at 8 p.m. in Church. The public is inwestern portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Sunday School Directors of First Baptist
Church will meet in ConLONDON (AP — It
ference Room of church
was easy to pick out the
at 7 p.m.
heir to the British throne
at the punk rock concert
Memorial Baptist
by the new wave band
Church will have a churMadness; he was the one
chwide skating party at 8
in the gray business suit.
p.m.
At a recent rock concert by Status Quo,
Wednesday. July 28
Charles. 33, wore jeans.
Hazel and Douglas
Wednesday's concert at
Centers will be open from
London's Dominion
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acTheater was staged to
tivities by Senior
raise money for charities
Citizens.
patronized by the Prince
of Wales.
Make Today County is
The prince was not acscheduled to meet at 1:30
companied by his wife,
p m. in third flp„pr
Princess Diana, who
classroom unit of
recently gave birth to the
Murray-Calloway County
couple's first child,
Hospital
Prince William of Wales.

Rib Plate •
& Med. Drink

Thursday, July 29
vited to attend.
3.•

Senior citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•
Murray
Events at
Country Club will include •
Junior Golf at 9 a.m. and •
Couples Tennis at6 p.m. •

Sale Dates:
JULY 27-31

ONLY

••
•
$275
•

•
With Coupon
Offer Good Through July 31:
•
•
•

T.J.'S BAR- B-Q

•
•
•

CHESTNUT ST MURRAY
153-0045

•
•

Mothers' Day Out will •
•
A CONVENIENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW
be at 9 ann. at First Bap- OOOOOO ••••••••••••••••••
tist Church.
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INTERLOCK KNITS

X SOLID COLORS & PRINTS
60" WIDE—MACHINE WASHABLE
x EXTRA SOFT FINISH

11111s.„:

SOLID A PRINTED

ratiLt"

VOILES
Centro! Shopping Center

WED THURS., FRI 9-8
SUN 1-5
THROUGH SATURDAY JULY 31

HWY.641 N & ARCADIA
MON.. TUES., SAT 9-6
SALE GOOD

DESIGNERS HIGH-STYLE

Prince Charles
attends concert

WHAT YOU CAN BUY FOR

DRESS
PRINTS

T-SHIRT
KNITS

POLYESTER & COTTON
45' WIDTH—MANY COLORS

?Co
••••••

POLYESTER &COTTON
SOLIDS. STRIPES AND
OTHER FANCIES
6.0 WIDTH $2
MAGNIN(
1f/I2544A111(
RIEG 299•3..

CHECKED
GINGHAM
ASSORTED
CHECK SIZES
LARGE SELECTION

$2

YARD

SOLID COLOR

SUMMER

OXFORD
CLOTH

GAUZE

$2
YARD

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS Mg:STRETCH TERRY
FANCIES
SOLID COLORS &
HEAVY & MEDIUM WEIGHTS
60 WIDE—REG. 2.99 & 3.99 YD.

SOLID COLOR

BOUCLE

POLYESTER A COTTON
60" MD(—MACHINE WASH

YARD

SATI 1 2

RIG 5395512

ss

•

xxxxxx:amotxxx
NATURAL MUSLIN
REC. Mk
FOR FASHION,

MOUPC15 MIST
BLOCKS QUI
POLTLFIL SQUARES
POUND$2 'FULL
REG 52 69 SAG
3 YDS.

QUILTS. CRAFTS. ETC.
1,1C31' 14•1•11•W•T
IMOLAI &SNORTS

BROADCLOTH
SOLIDS STROM a CHICKS
CON19I0 COTTON I POI T$1
RIG SI TT NOVI 1 2

I

AfAlif 1

IV

')14 -"jiT1

POLYESTER

II LORNA. S 015150

BROADCLOTH
COTTON
,
5 P015 35
wouTI & COLONS
45 RIG 1249
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$2
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Replicas of the past please antique collectors HOMES FOR AMERICANS
rai el ...lid inure cost!)as
By BARBARA MAYER
more collectors and
AP Newsfeatures
Appreciation of antique museums competed for
American decorative arts fewer examples of it.
appears to have come full Scarcity soon led to price
circle during this cen- increases for the nowtury.
prized examples of furAt the start of the cen- niture, quilts, paintings,.
tury. only a few ap- fabrics, stencils, store
preciated and were in- fixtures, tools and other
terested in acquiring things.
By the early 1970s. it
these objects. But by midcentury many more saw was clear the opportunity
something of value in the to own American antiarts and crafts of the ques would be severely
curtailed by scarcity and
past.
Americana became cost. However, com-

inerce has come to the
rescue in its fashion with
a number of reproductions of prized objects of
the past.
Joining a growing
roster of museums. which
authorize reproduction of
some of their holdings is
the Shelburne Museum in
Shelburne, Vt. A collection of 12 printed fabrics,
4 woven textiles and 27
wallpapers based on
fabrics and stencils at
Shelburne is being introduced this summer by

Grand Opening...
Wednesday, July 28

Our Congratulations
to the Chestnut Hills
Spopping Plaza.
Come See GREER For All
Your Signs Needs.
t

GREER NEON CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

NEON & PLASTIC SIGNS
247-4682
or nights
247-2341

109 S. 10 MAYFIELD
KY.

Greeff Fabrics
Benjamin Mason.
museum director, sees
the reproductions as a
step in the right direction
for Shelburne, which attracted 155,000 visitors in
1981_
The income is important to broaden programs, but Mason also
sees the products as
way of extending our
education program.'•
Perhaps the products will
introduce a wider audience to the charms of
Shelburne. Certainly, it is
one of ,the more unusual
collections of Americana
in the United States.
Together, the buildings
and the objects in them
present a detailed look at
the arts and crafts,
building methods,
fashions, medicines and
commerce of 18th- and
19th -century New
England, with special
reference to Vermont.
All but two of the 35
buildings are from Vermont. They were
dismantled and
reassembled on the 45acre museum grounds
near Burlington.
The collection includes
fine examples of quilts,
handmade rugs, dolls and
toys, cigar-store Indians.
ship figureheads,
weathervanes, wildfowl
decoys and painted furniture.
Buildings on the
grounds include a
lighthouse that once stood
on the shores of Lake
Champlain, a one-room
schoolhouse dating from
1830 and a sawmill from
1786. There also are a 982ton sidewheel steamboat,
a covered bridge and a
steam railroad
locomotive standing in a
full-scale replica of the
Shelburne railroad station just before the turn of
the century among other
buildings.
Interestingly enough,
the huge _collection

6 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
FAN SALE

dow.o•

:epi.e,ents the etturt.s of
one person. The person
was Electra Havemeyer
Webb, daughter of H.O.
Havemeyer, an early industrial baron.
She began collecting
Americana when she was
18. However, her choices
were not exactly what her
parents and their art advisor, Mary Cassatt, the
painter, had in mind. The
Havemeyer collection of
Old Masters and French
Impressionists was preeminent and it was expected she would emulate
her parents in taste.
Her first purchase
dispelled the belief. It
was a cigar-store Indian
she saw while passing
through Stamford, Conn.
She paid $15 for it.
She began collecting
seriously in 1913, amassing a mixed bag of
treasures. She particularly enjoyed seeing beauty
shine through in everyday objects such as tools
and weather vanes and
patchwork.
Mrs. Webb opened the
Shelburne Museum in
1947 with one building and
eight acres. She went on
to acquire more land and
buildings which she had
moved to the site.
After Mrs. Webb's
death in 1960 — within six
months of her husband —
a son took control of the
museum and finished his
parents' building plan.
At present Samuel T.
Webb, a grandson, is
president of the board.
But the museum has
already begun its
transformation from a
family museum to a
professionally-run public
institution, according to
Mason.
Shelburne is open daily
from mid-May through
late October. During the
winter it is open only on
Sundays.

BEDROOM 2
ll'x13'6"

walk

in
dos

HALL
r ON
clere story
- .
above

MASTER BEDROOM
12'x14'

upper part of living room
-v--------7—
SECOND FLOOR

44'
sl gl drs

Dw --

S

2
KITCHEN
10 x11'4"

DINETTE
7'x9'

LIVING ROOM
13'6"x19'8"

HERE IS A CONTEMPORARY TWO-STORY home plan
that is economical. On the second floor, overlooking the living room, is an open balcony which leads to three bedrooms
and two baths. Plan HA1165P has 910 square feet on the
first floor and 730 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Roger T. Panek, 48 W. 48th St., New York, N.Y.

WASHING WALLS
Before washing walls,
wrap a washcloth around
your wrist and secure it
with a rubber band. This
will stop water from running down your arm

10036.

Mortgage loan plans help young housebuyers

Pickens Supply is currently expanding their inventory
to serve Murray Better.
The Murray Store is under
new management of JOEY
HOBBS.

to consider getting a
A recent study by the the purchase of a house.
In 1979, when a similar house. In 1981, the
U.S. League of Savings
Associations points up the study was made, a buyer necessary income had
difficulties people have needed, at the least, an jumped to $39,000. Today,
these days in swinging annual income of $28,000 when prices and
mortgage-interest rates
are still up and, in some
cases, even higher, the
For all your Travel Reservations Call
problems have increased.
Lenders have adapted
to changing economic circumstances by offering
various kinds of adjustable mortgage loans,
sometimes even charging
'ep'esenting
a premium for fixed-rate
Trareltime
International
American and
loans. One of these adjustable plans calls for a
lower payment rate in the
Elt

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

sr*

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY A
NEW FAN

Barry Samples (above I installs the 42"
Fan with light kit for only $99, featured at
Pickens Supply. Joey Hobbs below) is pictured with the ceiling Hugger which is ideal
for mobile homes and low ceilings.

F,

Tasty Time 8 Energy Savers
Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

14

Lb. Box

$20'6

Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

20 lb. $ 1

759

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

Peas
Crowder Peas

'1 533

20 lb.

frosty Acres

20 lbs.

$ 1 629

Frosty Acres

PICKENS
SUPPLY
INC.
901 Arcadia, Murray

753 6822

*Hunter Rebate — up to $35
through JULY
I *See the Fasco 6 Bladed
World's Fair Fan.
And Many More Fans In Stock
*Paddle Fans starting as low
OS

$99
COUPON

$1 0

frosty Acres

Black Eye Peas

201b.$1 533
$1;
39

10 la

Copier on
the blink?

• OW

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Potatoes

20 lb

Frosty Acres White

'1 61°

20 lb. $229
Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

Choice Sides Of Beef
225 To 300 Lbs.

$ 1 37

cut & Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale & Retail 1VVeat
OFF ON ANY

CO.
GIBSON HAM
7Si 1411

IN STOCK

,0711 3451

ONE

PADDLE FAN

Butter Peas

early years of the loan,
based on the theory that
young couples usually
cannot afford as large
monthly payments at the
start as they can later on
when, presumably, their
jobs provide them with
more income.
Considering that type
of mortgage loan, it was
interesting to read an article the other day in the
Long Island Builder, a
trade publication, about
an opposite kind of mortgage loan being used in
several provinces of
Canada. It is designed for
people who can afford to
pay about 8 percent more
a year in mortgage
payments. In this plan,
weekly rather than monthly payments are made.
What do they get for it?
They can cut their 25year loan term to 13 years
and, in the process, save
more than $100,000.
The idea is that, by paying more money on the
loan during the early
years, the reduction of
the principal has the most
impact.
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• Easy Installation
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ll -EFFICIENCY • 10-Position Thermostat
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ROOM AIR CONDITIONER • 10-Position Thermostat
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flOOD1 AIR CONDITIONER
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5,000 BTU:Hr.
workshopstorage

• HIGH-EFFICIENCY•115 volt•2-speed fan•2-way
air direction • Air changer control (exhaust) •
Energy Saving Options (intermittent fan and adjustable thermostat) • COMFORT GUARD' control
helpsmaintain comfort level you select• lnsta-Mount
for fast installation
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52" Deluxe Ceiling Fan Helps
Save Enemy And Your Budget
A 1.)CTIVIS.0m6.
.
yet practical addition- to
your energy-wise home Wood/canelook blades, built-in speed control.

0...Jr Reg. 59.88
36-inch Energy-saving Sweep Ceiling Fan
As elegant as it is practical) Featuring wood
blades and wall-mount speed control. Choose
white or brown. Now at I< mart'savings

Our Reg. 107.88
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Ceiling Fan With 52-inch Wood Blades
Patented motor design with built-in speed
control and reversible motor pull-chain onoff Functional for any season of the year.
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HARP TO HEART
TALK -- Calloway County football coach Sam
Harp ; left ) discusses the
importance of desire,
drive and determination
with his Lakers. Monday,
after the team went
through hamburger drills
right in a search for
defensive linemen. CCHS
entered its second week
of workouts in full pads,
Monday, gearing for its
opening game, Aug. 20,
with Fulton County.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Saints offer not enough, Kovach leaves
VERO BEACH. Fla.
; AP; — Veteran
linebacker Jim Kovach
will stay in medical
school in Kentucky instead of returning to the
New Orleans Saints, his
wife says, but the Saints
say they're keeping the
door open.

Deborah Kovach, contacted at home in Lexington, Ky., said Monday
her husband had received
an offer from the Saints
on a "take it or leave it"
basis, and was too upset
to talk.
She said former
University of Kentucky

Coach Fran Curci, acting
as adviser for Kovach,
called her earlier en Monday and told her of the
club's offer. The Saints
offered her husband a
raise of about $5,000$6,000 a year,she said.
Pat Peppier, who
handles contract negotia-

Team must raise $450

Kovach allegedly
received about $45,000 for
last season, his third in
the NFL and his first as a
full-time starter.
He called defensive
signals for the Saints and
was second leading
tackler for the team.
The Saints' offer was
made in writing shortly
before the July 15 expiration of the league's contract with the National
Football League Players
Association, Peppier
said.
The player's union conFive local athletes
qualified for the Junior tends that it becomes the
Olympics national com- agent for players unsignpetition in Memphis, ed after the contract exTenn., Aug. 4-8. However, pired. While some interwithout $450 the Murray- pret that as applying only
Calloway County youth to rookies, Peppier said
the Saints are acting as if
will not be able to attend.
it applies to all players,
The five. plus Calloway since
he said he wouldn't
County High School track
want to see veterans play
coach Jim Nix, are in the for
no more than 10 perprocess of collecting
cent.
donations and contributions ; tax deductible) to
send the local entourage
to compete in Memphis.
tions for the National
Football League team,
said Mrs. Kovach had
been misinformed.
He said the team had
offered Kovach ,a raise
substantially greater
than the normal 10 percent increase for athletes
playing out their options.

Junior Olympics team solicits funds

1

MSU announces
Flanagan hired
for track position

The unioh, not the
Saints, forbids any further negotiations, Peppier said.
"We've made our final
Jay Flanagan, who
offer. Under normal cir- structured one of
the nacumstances, you don't tion's top NCAA Division
make final offers," Pep- III track and cross counpler said. "You try to try programs at Carthage
keep things open and College in Kenosha, Wi.,
negotiate."
has been named track
However, he said, the and cross country coach
contract offer to Kovach at Murray State Universiremains on the table.
.ty.
"We don't have the
In his 10 Seasons at
liberty to ;negotiate, but
Bum's ( Coach Bum Carthage, Flanangan
Phillips) made it very directed the Redman
plain. We want Jim cross country tet to
four top 10 NAIA
amKovach."
pionship finishes and was
Mrs. Kovach said even named NAIA district
if the offer stands, her coach of the year in 1974.
husband will not accpet it
under the current condiHis track and field
tions.
teams finished in the
Kovach is attending NCAA Division III namedical school at the tional championship
University of Kentucky in twice, including 1981. and
Lexington.
he has produced two na-

Lend! wins D.C. Classic

JUNIOR OLYMPICS — Eighteen athletes representing the MurrayCalloway County area participated in the recent regional Junior Olympics
competition with five qualifying for the national meet in Memphis, Tenn. The
18 local athletes who attended the regionals include ( front row, from left;
Deanna Garland, Beth Woodall, Kris Miller, Pam Torsak, Tina Jackson I second row ; Allen Jones, Scott Nix, Richard Dowdy, Ton Torsak, Mike Wicker,
Daryl Rogers, Jeff Orr,( back row, from left( Coach Jim Nix, Allen Douglas,
Glenn Brandon, Bryan Tebbetts, Richard Williams, Barry Knight and Darrell
Harris.
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• Treat for bacs to school • Casuals
Orickied collars • Tricot lined
• _eather•like materials with sporty
patterns • RuoDer soles for longer
wear • hAens size 7-12•Reg 1648

Ill

Save 3.62
Mons Casuals
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Sale Dates
July 28-31

The five athletes
Richard Dowdy, Darrell
Harris, Mike Wicker,
Barry Knight and
Richard Williams — have
advanced in each level of
competition in either first
or second place to finally
earn the national berth.
The locals will be competing against athletes
from across the nation in
an atmosphere similar to
the Olympic Games.

Purcell wins opening match

bona' champions in individual competion.
A member.of the NCAA
track and field rules committee and an officer in
the NCAA Division III
Track Coaches Association, Flanagan served as
meet director of the 1982
Division III men's and
Women's cross country
championships.
"We feel fortunate to
have attracted a coach
with such ap impressive
record of success," said
Murray State athletic
director Johnny Reagan.
"Jay represents and
outstanding addition to
our staff and we look forward to his contributions."

TIGF
Jerry I
gives d
day dr
head g

Nati4

A 1963 graduate of Springfield College,
Flanagan will also serve
as an instructor in the
department of recreation
and physical education at
Murray State.

Flanagan replaces Bill
NORTH CONWAY, Jonathan Smith of Great and Andres Gomez of Cornell
who resigned
N.H. ; API—Diego Perez Britain 6-2, 6-4; 11th- Ecuador 7-5, 7-6 for the
after 15 years as track
of Uruguay lost a 19-17 seeded Eddie Dibbs beat doubles championship.
and cross country coach
tiebreaker in the opening Angel Gimenez of Spain
Ramirez and Van at MSU to return to the
set, but defeated Fran- 6-9. 6-1: and Australia's Winitsky, who split athletic
staff at his alma
cisco Gonzalez of Puerto Peter McNamara, No.6, $12,000, won the second- mater,
Southern IllinoisRico 6-7, 6-2, 6-4 in the downed Randy Nixon 5-7, set tiebreaker 7-4.
Carbondale.
opening round of the 6-2, 6-2. •
$200,000 Volvo Grand
Prix Tennis Tournament.
WASHINGTON I AP; —
In other matches, Czechoslovakia's Ivan
ninth-seeded Mel Purcell Lendl, defeated Jimmy
Anyone wishing to of Murray, Ky., defeated Arias 6-3, 6-3
in the final
donate to the local Ricardo Acuna of Chile, of the $240,000
D.C. Naathletes' cause should 7-6, 6-2; 12th-seeded John tional
By The Associated Press
Bank ,Tennis
call Nix or Calloway Alexander of Australia Classic.
Trying to earn a starting spot on a Super Bowl
County High School at beat qualifier Mike
Mexico's Raul Ramirez championship team is enough to make anyone jumone of three numbers — Fishback 6-4, 3-6, 6-2; and
Van Winitsky py, especially someone who hasn't played football
753-5479, 753-3735, or 753.__ fourth-seeded Eliot.
def ea t-e d- --H -a n-s- inyears.
2955.
So maybe that's why Renaldo Nehemiah — better
Teltscher defeated Gildermeister of Chile
known as the world's best hurdler — dropped the
first three passes thrown to him Monday as the San
Francisco 49ers opened their National Football
League training camp.
-Once we started scrimmaging, I was nervous."
admitted the 175-pound Nehemiah, who was courted
by several NFL teams as a wide receiver and decided to try out with the 49ers.
"They threw to me right away and I knew i head
coach( Bill Walsh was watching me."
Walsh, knowing N.ehemiph last played football in
high school, called a quick timeout.
"He told me they would keep throwing the ball to
me until I caught it on that route,•• said Nehemiah,
a track star at the University of Maryland. "I
caught the-next one and was OK, I think, after
that."
While Nehemiah was trying to get started, former
All-Pro offensive tackle Doug France of the Los
Angeles Rams decided it was time to stop.
France. a seven-year veteran who has had seven
operations, retired Monday.
"The main thing I want to be is healthy," said
France, an All-Pro in 1978 who was hampered by injuries last year and played only eight games, just
one as a starter.
Running back Kevin Long, meanwhile, is starting
a new career with the Chicago Bears. The New
LIST
York Jets traded Long to Chicago for a conditional
sixth-round draft choice that is dependent on Long
LESS ALLOWANCE
making the'Bears• roster.
FROM MASSEY
Long, who led the Jets with 954 yards rushing in
1978, gained 269 yards on 73 carries last season.
Massey Ferguson
LESS ALLOWANCE
The Atlanta Falcons also are looking for a trade
FROM STOKES
or two or three. Some early injuries left the
Falcons, who opened rookie camp Monday, with only two defensive linemen for today's practice.
NET COS.
We need to get more defensive linemen in," said
PRICE GOOD JULY ONLY — OR UNTIL SOLD
Atlanta Coach Leeman Bennett. "I guess we're just
TABLE & REEL NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE PRICE, WILL
going to have to get on the phone and see who's
SELL TABLE IL REEL AT INVOICE COST ALONG WITH COMBINE
available."
One of those available is Phil Rademacher, a
Niagara University basketball player who was trying to make ate Pittsburgh Steelers roster as a
defensive encl He was cut, as was University of
Houston basketball player Eric Davis, who tried opt
with the Houston Oilers as a defensive back.
AtSo cut by the Philadelphia Eagles wah running
STt
i
.
Ajliya
753-1319
back David Turner, who gained 549 yards for the
Cincinnati Flengals between 1978 and 1980.
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KC's Vida Blue puts 'Blue Monday' hex on Cleveland tribe
Times

boost

By KEN RAPPOPORT

his

American

AP Sports Writer

for
the Cleveland Indians,
but a terrific night for a
couple of veterans with
the Kansas City Royals.
"I'm not throwing as
hard as I did 10 years ago
on a consistent basis but I still can get good
pop on my fastball when I
need a strikeout," said
Kansas City's Vida Blue
after overpowering the
Indians Monday night.
Blue gave up only four
hits, struck out four and
walked four in seven innings to lead the Royals to
an 8-1 decision and improve his record to 8-7.
Blue, who turns 33 on
Wednesday, took the
spot.ight with another
veteran who was in good
form. Hal McRae, the 36year-old resurrected
slugger, singled twice,
doubled and homered to
drive in three runs and
It was Blue Monday

the Royals took a 3-0

Torn Brennan. 0-2. with the help of
toil&
He credits his stunning two Cleveland errors in
run
production
this the third inning, and it
season
to the
Royals' proved to be all the runs
they needed.
lineup.
In other AL action, the
Willie Wilson added two
triples as the Royals col- Boston Red Sox edged the
lected 15 hits and made Toronto Blue Jays 3-2. the
ground in the hot Al, West Texas Rangers downed
race on the California the Milwaukee Brewers
Angels, who lost 11-8 to 3-1, the Detroit Tigers
the Oakland A's. The turned back the New
Royals are now one game York Yankees 5-3, the
behind the division Baltimore Orioles trimmed the Chicago White Sox
leaders.
Blue pitched no-hit ball "6-2 and the Minnesota
through five innings Twins walloped the Seatbefore running into trou- tle Mariners 10-4.
A's 11, Angels 8
ble in the sixth, when the
Rickey Henderson, who
Indians scored their only
run on Andre Thornton's earlier hit a home run,
RBI single. Blue, blasted .an eighth-inning
however, settled down to double and stole home as
retire the next three hit- Oakland came back to
ters without further beat California in a wild
damage. Dan game after blowing a 7-0
Quisenberry finished up lead.
Henderson's double
with two scoreless inndrove in the go-ahead run
ings of relief.
League-leading RBI total

lead against

as the A b scored four Lc ikersiey ouidoeled
times to wipe out an 8-7 rookie right-hander Jim
California advantage.
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Dave Beard, the third

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Write'
CINCINNATI I PPI -.
The Cincinnati Hers' No.
5 is looking more Ike the
Johnny Bench of oil than
just an old JohnnyBench
these days.
The man who las hit
more home runs tian any
catcher in baseball
history showed Wring a
four-game series rvith the

oh
irst
h-- better

made it 2-0 in the fifth on

decisions.

Alfredo

Reggie Je.n's two-run
homer in the sixth and
RBI double in the seventh
had brought the Angels
into the lead from the
geven-run deficit.
Red Sox 3, Blue Jays 2
Dwight Evans scored
the tie-breaking run on a
double-play grounder in
the eighth inning as
Boston rallied to beat
Toronto. The victory,
combined with
Milwaukee's loss to
Texas, moved Boston into
the Al. East lead, onehalf game ahead of the
Brewers.
Dennis Eckersley, 11-8,
going the distance for the
11th time in 21 starts, pitched a seven-hitter.

run. Boston tied

Five first plate finishes Mark Smyth.. • ..
/ Stesen
by the 8-and-under girls ilreshaen lint in Rs
12- under girls - Cheryl MAW.
innrelay squad helped pace ntfer Rayburn, Cathy Wiiibame, ,
liegan
the Murray-Calloway Cannock first in freartyle. first in
breaststroke
Swim Team to a tie for
(hers:
11 - under erg
cond in the Paducafi Cathy Williams Megan Cannock 11-/Is
" Brown first in backstroke
Mary Invitational swim
(Iwryl
12 - under girls
Cathy Williams. Jennifer Ras-burn Ion
meet,Saturday.
Payne flhst In fly
Mandi McClure, Helen
Eric Flask,. Chad.
It - wider boys
Garrastazu, Gaya Trim- Gibson Micheal Hopkins, Jimms Tnpp
kind in Medley. tenund in breastroke
ble and Vanessa Sam- fourth in backstroke. third in freestyle
IS - seder boys - Jonathan Gresham
mons won all five relays
Steven Grehain. Doug Payne Enc Eask,
they entered — medley, second in n>
freestyle, butterfly, 34- under girls Chards Walston loll
rn Wagner. Man Jo Simmons La M.backstroke and guard! second in medley third in
breaststroke — and the breastroke, second in backstroke third in
freest,le
M-CST tied with host
Tammy Wagner.
14 - tinder girls
Cath, Williams Mar, Jo Simmons. Holly
runnerup
for
Paducah
Brono fourth in fly
honors.
14- soder boys Sean Tem. Jonathan

4
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and decidlew head
football in
the ball to
lehemiah,
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ink, after
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Mt. Vernon, 111.A won
the five-team competition
with Calvert City placing
fourth and Marion, Ill.,
finishing fifth.

had seven
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!red by inmes, just
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Weaver returns tonight

Griffin's

Hoenicke, homerless in
his

home

the score
in the fifth on Glenn Hoffman's two-run homer.
The Red Sox rallied to
come from behind to
for the 29th tune this
year.
Rangers 3, Brewers 1
Charlie Hough pitched
a four-hitter to lead
Texas over Milwaukee
Hough, 9-8, walked one
and struck out four HI
hurling his seventh coplete game of the year.
No Milwaukee runner
got as far as second base
until the seventh inning
when Cecil Cooper singled and Ted Simmons
doubled him home.
Mike Caldwell, 7-10,
took the loss.
The Rangers got a run
in the fourth on Lamar
Johnson's RBI single and
scored their eventual
winning run in the fifth on
Doug Flynn's two-strike
suicide squeeze bunt.
Tigers 5, Yankees 3
Lance Parrish knocked
in three runs with a
homer,single and a triple
and Tom Brookens hit a
tie-breaking, two-run
double in the fifth as
Detroit defeated New
York.
Winner Jerry Ujdur, 45. gave up five hits, walked two and struck out two
before needing relief
help. Dave Rucker gave
up an RBI single to Lou
Piniella in the -eighth inning before Dave Gumpert
came on in the ninth to
get the last two outs for
his first save..

19 previous games

hit

II

The 8-and-under girls
relay squad wasn't the
only successful team for
M-CST as 10 other combinations of local swimmers collected first place
points as well.
Results of the M-CST
swimmers are as follows:
- wider girls Mandl McClure, Bele,
iarrastani, Gaya Trimble, Vane-ma Salo
mons 9,4 40 medley , freest,le, butter('•
.
backstroke, and breaststroke
1 - oda,boyi Steven Gresham. f`er
Johnson Sean Malinauskas. F:ric NifIeneg•
•
RV. first in freestyle
I- steist boys Steven Gresham Peter
Johnson. Caleb Johnson Sean
Malinmeliair Bret in fly backstroke and
iu•outoineui
-oder Orb Beth Wilson. Jennifer
Parte,Maslow Sammons low, Beth Mc
tIsniorIb. "•
°a"' kw"'
rod thadOe. third in backstroke, serend in bresstnike
il j s.""
'
'
"Sh
B .
d bm "
14-'""
Gresbeni. Mark Simmons I ioug Payne
firstin medley. first in freest,It
•91.
Brian Shell. Mark 5.mmons Allen
Raybnin hen in backstroke

Gresham. Eric Easley Robert Hopkun second in brew/coke third in beckstroke.
Ohl to freestyk thod in fly
LVIS Pio - Kell, Thomas Mars Jo Sim.
mom,, Whitney Taylor Tammy Wagner
fifth in medic)
- Whitney Taylor Chen! Billinstal, Kell) Thomas. Man Jo Simmons
fifth in freestyle
15-11 skip - (liana Walston, Jennifer
Rayburn, Whitney Taylor. Mary Jo SIM.
mons Meath in bexastroke
11.111 dirk - Inn Pay•ne Jennifer
R•vburn, Mary Jo Simmons Kelly
Dumas.680001.09
11.1a girls - Kell, Mantas Whime,
Tayktr, Cathy Williams Chariot Walston
third.
ILO boys - Sean Tern Robbie Perrin.
Robbie Marquardt. Robert Hopkins third
iIi medley, thu In breastnike thin) le
bacluaroke,fourth in freestyle, third in f I .
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Seattle Gaetti's
homer of the season

buried
16th

Jack O'Connor. 4an early 4-0 lead.
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64,--4, Hendon's Service Station
"Where Good Service is a 42 Year
family Tradition"

,—"" Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We

Do

General Auto Repoir•Tune ups•Brolies•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Local golf
Pro baseball

Results of Saturday
and Sunday's Murray

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Country Club Men's InEastern Dena.
golf tournaW L Pet ca vitational
54 41
Philadelphia
Sfil
ment are as follows:
547
55 42
St 1 ows
3'.
332
SO 44
Pittsburgh
Championanip Flight
5
516
19 44
Montreal
Handicaps64
44 52
New York
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,--a-- 159
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69-71 14t
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Jon
606
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Atlanta
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Jimmy Riddle .
5
552
33 43
San Diego
:.47
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51 46
Los Angeles
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72-7i1-142
.
Peel
Baas
,
i
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San Francisco 47 51
-2.714.147
, Johnny Quertermous
41 54
Houston
4.32
711-7,-47
3.81 ..,,, Jerry, Caldwell
37 60
Cincinnati
3.175-14,.
Jun Mancini.
Monday'•Games
7075.145
Roy Basture
Cincinnati 4 Chicago 2
:5-72-147
Hok
Mike
San Francisco6. Los Angeles 1
7472448
Ches
Only games scheduled
72.77 14,
•
E I. • Red Howe Jr
Tailday's Gaines
Clark
David
Montreal Rooters 124 at Chicago
'•
.au
Ronnie Overton
. Martz 4-4 L n
76-74-15I
DanCathran
San Diego , Lollar 1154 and SIX,* 7.3,
:4-77-151
Rowland
'Kenny
at Atlanta . Walk 67 and Day ley 44.2.
:0.37.11
Jimmy Boone
Scott Rosanne
Philadelphia , Ruthven 8-7 at PittSullivan
Lynn
sburgh • McWilliams6-4 ... n •
.411/
New York 'N Scott 7-7, at St Lows Han Ryln
11111SHRIng
-Mural-?'. ni
Cincinnati . Leibeandt 3-51 at Houston Steve Durham
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• Compact Desktop Computer
Features Built-In Monitor and
Keyboard
• Large Library of Ready-to-Run
Cassette Recorder Programs
• Ideal for Home Use and Professional Problem Solving
•Set Up a Budget, Track
Investments
• Play Exciting Computer Games
• Easily Expands into our Deluxe
2-Disk Business System

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

753-2617
6415.
Murray

rid .r„,,misiell
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Present This Ad at Time of Purchase of a Model III and Receive
a CTR-80A Cassette Recorder
▪ (26-1206) at No Extra Charge'
• Offer ends 7/31/82.
•
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replaced McNamara as
ting just .229.
The Reds had counted the Reds' manager, made
on the 3.1‘year-old former getting Bench back in the
catcher to supply power lineup one of his
and run production when priorities.
Bench said he has
he moved to third base
this season. Things made some changes in
haven't worked out as his swing that have
planned and Bench found helped.
"Right now,I'm feeling
himself in the middle of
controversy just before a little more patient, plus
Manager John I'm getting good pitches
McNamara was fired last to hit," he said. "I'm pulling the ball and pulling it
week.
Reds President Dick with authority."
Dan Driessen led off
Wagner told McNamara
to play rookies Tom the Reds' fourth with a
Lawless and Paul homer, his 11th, off Al O'Malley's sacrifice fly
Householder. Bench Ripley and Bench follow- accounted for San Franin the
wound up on the bench, ed with his homer. Bench cisco's final run
Murray
200 N 4th
although it's unclear who and Driessen also had eighth.
--RBIsingles.
made the decision. '
Bob Shirley scattered
-That's behind me
/S
now. I don't know what seven hits over eight inn- MO
the deal is," Bench said. ings to break his personal
"There were a lot of in- -five-game losing streak.
nuendos going around. I Tom Hume came on to
Y °^‘'
VV
just can't let those things post his 17th save after
to
homered
Woods
Gary
worry' me."
In the only other Na- Jeadaff the ninth.
Giants 6, Dodgers 11
,4
144
tional Leaktie game, the
Bill Laskey pitched a
San Francisco Gnts
Tom
kind
three-hitter
beat the Los Angeles
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a
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Trsity of

Chicago Cubs that he
hasn't lost his(ouch.
Bench blasted a solo
homer'Monday night and
drove in a pair of runs to
help the Reds beat the
Cubs 4-2. It gave him
eight homers for the
season, three of them in
the four-game series.
"Now, for one little
series, it's felt awfully
good," said Bench, who
came into the game bat-
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Weaver sat out a seven-

nim
aboard in the third inning He also doubled
home a run in the second
and scored on a single by
Rick Dempsey'
Twins 10, Mariners 4
Gary Gaetti's ftrst-
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Manager

ing umpire Terry Cooney

32-3 innings to
gain his sixth win in 13

day the team is scheduled to suit up in full pads.
Tuesday, Aug. 3, the Tiger Booster Club will be
sponsoring a "Meet the Tigers" watermelon feast
at the MHS fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

TIGER TALE — Murray High assistant coach
Jerry English, brothe.of head coach Tim English,
gives directions to tte defensive unit during Monday drills. The Tigers worked in shoulder pads and
head gear for the firs time, Monday, and Wednes-
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At your new Readmore store you'll find a tempting array of books on just about every subject
imaginable. in hardback andpaperback and a multitude of price ranges. If you want to browse,
feel free. If you need help, one of our Itnowledgeable salespersons will provide it. The point is, if you
love books, be prepared to get involved in a long-term, meaningful relationship with us.
.......-378111 PHYSICIANS' DESK
REFERENCE FOR NONPRESCRIP.
710N DRUGS 19N.Ttai definitive lfff0
3COM on over-the-counter drugs,
OUT OF KENTUGa K7TCRENS by
covering virtually every popular OTC
Marian Elmer 290 Pages of Kea
drug an the market Way. Speeds the
lucky's Beat Recipes ?Am Elmer
reader to solid info cc each product's
contains her hvorites and her friends
act= and usage. admuustratioo and
favorites Oroub at HR
dosage, precaubons and side effects
Ort1, Si 91!
Products listed by brand name,
manufacturer, category and principal
active ingredient 19 pages cif color
pintio ad to rabid iderdfication of
preciacts Over 300 pages. 7 I/1 10.
Pub. at 111.13
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MOE THE JOY OF TRIVIA. By B.
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delightfully unless huts red -Miss
Vacant Lot al 1971" who received her
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WHO CAN
OPEN ANEW
SHOE STORE
WITH 20%0FT
EVERYTHING?

i-*v

E.XS by
Ken;Inner
Enrols

KINNEYCAN.

191

AND WE ARE,ALLTHIS WEEK.
To celebrate the Grand Opening of our
newest Kinney Shoe Store, we've decided to do something really big. Were
offering 20% off everything in the entire
store, no matter how many purchases
you make.
20% off all of our fashionable styles
of fun and fancy shoes for women. Plus

accessories like handbags. hose, socks
and slippers.
20°/r, off all our men's dress shoes,
including our classic, all-leather Stuart
Holmes Collection.
20% off on our wide selection of
NBA athletic shoes, casual shoes. Flex
Gripper work shoes and Landis- boots.

inney'
The Great American Shoe Store.
CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.

•

1111111COPY

•

And your kids will jump for joy when
they tee all of our great-looking shoes
for them. And at 20% off, so will you.
So visit our newest Kinney this week
and bring the whole family. Because if anyone can give you shoes that are big on
fashion but reasonable in price. Kinney
can. And at Kinney. that's the big idea.

LocalPenney
store to open
July 28
The new JCPenney
department store at
Chestnut Hill Shopping
Center, Murray. is
scheduled to open
Wednesday, July 28th at
IO a.m. The 34,000 square
foot complex will be Penney's 28th store in the
state of Kentucky.
The store opening will
be celebrated with a brief
ribbon-cutting ceremony
beginning at 9:45 a.m.
The ceremony will be attended by special guests
and company officials.
The Murray store,
because of its merchandise mix, will be one of
the most fashionable
department stores in the
nationwide 2,000 store
chain, bringing sib the
area one of Penney's
fullest collections of
fashion apparel and furnishings for the family.
The new Penneys will
offer a full service shoe
salon, luggage, exciting
children's apparel, apparel and shoes by Addidias and Nike. and
other departments include lingerie, pictures,
mirrors, lamps.
housewares, and
decorative furnishings.
Levi apparel is
featured in womens,
mens, and childrens offering a broad selection.
While offerings have been
expanded to better serve
the consumer, they are
not a replacement for
popular priced items that
customers expect to find
at Penneys.
The Womens' Apparel
features the latest styles
from the nation's fashion
centers. The line up is
strong and well done,
with private labels, and
label lines in sportswear
and dresses. Traditional
tailored looks in sportswear are beautifully
done in smart collections
by Picket 'n Post. Penney's private label
"Huntclub" features a
beautiful line of knit
shirts in the most exciting
fall colors. The galloping
horse emblem embroidered on the Huntclub line is equisite and
tasteful.
The Mens Apparel is
segmented well into
young mens, mens furnishings, mens casual
wear and dress apparel.
Once again the emphasis
is on fashion. Penneys
will offer dacron/wool
Blazers, and the all
polyester JCPenney
Blazer, which is the
number one selling
Blazer in America.
The famous Fox line is
available in a wide selection of shirts, slacks,
belts, socks, and
lightweight jackets. Sport
shirts are Penneys
strengths. with Par Four
leading the way in quality
and very moderately
priced. The Huntclub line
of sportswear will also be
available under private
Young mens will have
jeans, fashion slacks and
tops featuring Penneys
strong private lalirels.
Label lines will include
Serg•io Valenti, and
.........•••••

Sasson, Jordache, Mark
Phillipe. and Levi jeans
will be offered in the
Young Mens ,Depart
ment.
Customer convenience,
at the new JCPenne
store include conveniently located service desks.
incorporating the most
advanced electronic transaction equipment. Connected to an in-store computer and Penney's nationwide computer network, these electronir
terminals enable faster
more accurate customer
service.
JCPenney's own credit
accounts, Regular
Charge and an extended
Time-Pay Program for
major purchases, as well
as convenient layawa!,
arrangements, are.
designed to meet the
needs of most customers.
Visa and Master Card are
also accepted now by all
Penney stores.
The new store offers
JCPenney „catalog home
service to this area.
Easy. at-home telephone
shopping and personal
service at Penneys instore catalog desk makes
hundreds of thousands of
items available to
customers, within 72
hours in most cases.
Lynn Phillips is the
Store Manager, having
spent the past 8 years as
General Merchandise
Manager in Penneys Northlake Mall store, Atlanta. Ga. He started his
career in McKinney. Tx..
and has served in various
positions in Tyler, Tx
Jackson, Ms., Meridan
Ms., and Atlanta.
Lynn and his wife Pat are
originally from Fort :
Smith, Ar. Their three
sons are Michael age 14.
Mitchell age 13, and Matthew age 12.
Billy R. Smith, Jr.
the Senior Merchandiser
for womens fashions and.
accessories
., luggage. and
childrens. Billy is from
Nashville where he began
his career in 1978. He was
promoted to Paducah in
1979 and lived there prior
to moving with his wife
Rhonda to Murray. Br]graduated from Mnir!H
Tennessee State Univ,
sity with a B.A.
Business Management

13tg Dipper
to feature
32 flavors
If ice crearn is your
weakness, than. fret no
more. The sky's the limit
when it comes to sem!
variety at The Big Dipper, soon to open in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center.
Owner Sue Mahoney,
and owner-managers
Tom and Becky Mahoney,
will offer for your taste
treat 32 flavors of ice
cream plus deli sandwiches, custom-made ice
ere-Mr ellites. and lots of
fountain items.
No matter what your
limit may be you can purchase your favorite
flavor in any amount.
............................
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Mother's scream saves child from bear

BOBBY WOLFF

PRINCE GEORGE, Mr.. Harrop, 41, said said.
"To err is human - when well play the ace of trumps
Amid I s,.0opva rum up in
.OATH
7 27;A
trick and declarer makes British Columbia AP) — she and her husband, ''l heard screaming
we make the mistake - -- and a trump to dummy's
my arms and ran back
•Q 6
Anna Harrop's first Tony, had taken four of and I came out of
his delicate game
Arnold Glasow
queen Against a 2-2 trump
our
•J 10 5 4
across the stream," Mrs.
thought was -That's my their five children and trailer and saw my
break, he can claim 13
little
•K Q J 109
Rid with The Aces
baby." and she began two friends to Banff Na- baby face down, with the Harrop said.
tricks and it's on to the next
482
It's very human to
screaming and chasing tional Park in Alberta bear on his back attack- She jumped into the
go deal
WEST
EAST
nearest unlocked car and
South holds
down in today's impregn- With
7-27-B
the grizzly bear that was during a two-week camp- ing his head.- Mrs.
this layout, trumps•5 1 3
•
2
Har- other campers helped
able spade game. All declarcarrying away her son in ing trip.
.
are 3-1, diamonds are 6-1 •A 9 8 6 3
881 4K 5743
rop
recalled.
4543
er has to do is to get wildthem gather the family
its teeth. Her screams
A daughter, Triona, 11, T
and when declarer tries to V
.pe bear grabbed the and reach their own
•A 9 8 6 3
eyed about his solid
109
vehi•Q 6 3
helped save the boy's life and Brendan were cross- chiTd by the back of
cash a second diamond.
'
•
K
j
2
his
diamond winners and he
SOUTH
Her 3-year-old son ing a bridge in the park head and ran off, down cle.
West ruffs and declarers
•K J 10 9
a
will think bout overtricks game
•AKJ10117
is gone Instead of 13
Brendan, who suffered Wednesday with the bank and across the The angry bear, meaninstead of assuring 10_ easy
•2
while, returned to the pictricks, he must stumble
only
visitors
minor
—
Susan
Rea
injuries,
and
is
stream
with
Mrs. Harrop nic area, took swipe
•A
North Soak
tricks
a
at
. around and take only nine
back home in "extremely Josephine Power, both 20 and her husband in
7
•
54
A
l•
118
pur- the Harrops' terrier,
Declarer wins his cha- To assure the
game.
good
and
from
spirits"
1•
Waterford
and
has
,
no
suit.
mond ace and wonders how declarer must play
Tinker, jumped on a
ace and Vulnerable East-West
memory of the attack. Ireland — when they saw
Harrop and another nearby
he might defend his bidding another club after
picnic table and
he %VIM Dealer South The bidding
Mrs.
the
ANSWER:
bear
Harrop
trin..p
One
r'i
Do
approachi
said
Sunday.
ng
picnicker hurled rocks at ate
that missed the slam With the first diamond
the lunch of another
West wins
not
from
bid
"I
because
the
clubs
two
other
never
a
side
of
thought,
the
seven trump winners. five and leads
Sooth
West
North East
the animal. At one point, group,
at trump, but 14
Mrs. Harrop said.
change of suit will force 'That's a brown bear, or a bridge.
Pass
1 NT Pass
diamonds and a club, almost declarer wins the
they even threw Brenrace He 44
Pass Pass
PASS
opener to bid again and the black one or a grizzly,' I
They tried to retreat dan's shoe, which had Tinker was unharmed.
any pair should reach at wins the trump
in his own
The 1'2-year-old, 140South hand is not strong just thought, 'That's nejk calmly, but other pic- fallen
least a small slam'
off in the struggle.
hand and ruffs a low club
enough for that
baby.' The only rational nickers saw the animal The bear hesitated at pound bear was shot and
That's about all it takes to before he tries for
a dia- Opening lead Diamond
thought I, had was, 'I've and began screaming and the far bank and turned to killed by officials at
throw a game away. Witt) mond discard. West
ruffs deuce
Send truly questlons to The Am
Banff. Mrs. Harrop said
his concentration on a rudely, but it's to no
P0 Boa 12363 Dallas Texas 75225 got to make a lot of noise the four began running, see what was going on. "I
avail
missed slam, declarer may The defense gets
run sell.addressed stamped envelope because bears are scared with the bear running reached the bear, the she was told the results of
only one trump, one heart and a club for
reply
after them, Mrs. Harrop bear dropped the baby rabies tests on the animal
of noise."
were expected later in the
week.
After the attack the
Harrops drove to the
nearest hospital, at Banff
20 miles away, to get
medical help. Mrs. Harrop said Brendan was
iven some stitches in the
ack of his head but was
ot seriously injured.
"He's quite Brendan
again," she said. -He has
no memory of it. The bear
attacked him from
behind."
As for herself, "I have
just a touch of
laryngitis," Mrs. Harrop
said. -We had a lot of
screaming last week."
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Hospital reports

teak.-

la

Grand
Opening

Adults 155
Nursery 3
7-21-82
Newborn admissions
Mary Erwin and • baby
boy, Rt. 1.
Dismissals
Joetia Harlow.. 820
North 20th St.; Kim Tone
Lawrence, 301 Maple St.;
Diana R. Foster, 81
Southside Manor;
William J. Arvin, 714
East Walnut, Mayfield;
Jennifer I,. Waldrup, Rt.
3.
Jason W. Corbin, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Billy.
Ray Thorn, Rt, 5; Ronald
W. Wheeler, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Clara D. Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Almo;
Teresa D. Zimmerman,
B6 Embassy,
Tremon Farris, 509
South 11th St.; Sarah V.
Wilson, E- 1 Fox
Meadows; Joe E.
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Lee Wilson, Rt. 1, Farmington; Roscoe W.
Breezeel, Rt.2, Benton.
Emma B. Jackson, 1659
Calloway; Juanita M.
Lax, 506 South Sixth St.;
Rema 0. West, Rt. 1, Farmington; Annie Jane
Rachels, E. Main,
haron, Tenn.; Annie 0.
anders, Rt. 1, Sedalia.

CELEBRATION
Wednesday
July 28th
10:00 A.M.

Another Fashion Bug is here with low prices
on the latest fashiyls. Come join our
celebration and save in style.

* BONUS GIFTS
* WARDROBE GIVE-AWAYS
* SPECIAL SALES & MORE

$26-40
8

Blazers
Corduroys & Wools
Reg $30-55

Sweater Vests

Button down or Pullover
Fairisles & solid cables
Reg. to $19.99

8

$

Long sleevestripes plaids and oxfords

Reg to

$13

t-ENTIIT ELINI
Yes, I d like to win a FREE wardrobe

Addres,

$14

Jeans
5 pocket western -style, french fit
Reg. $18.99

State
Phone

in our advertising
vVrtat radio statfonts1 do you

Help us

Ago

hockno

Cu. this anti'

Dunder

blank ancl

listen to"

18
,018-34 Dover 34

dro

$6

Brushed Tops
Long & 3/4 sleeves
Reg to $13

in solids and stripes

oil at our store)

FASHION BUG
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-9:00
Sun. 1-b

Use your Fashion Bug/
Charming Shoppes charge card PC
VISA or Mastercard

•

where you save in style
Located in Chesthill Hills Shopping Center
N. 12th St., Murray
759-1612
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-22-82
Newborn admissions
Kimberly Conner and
baby boy, fit. 1, Hardin.
Dismissals
James Michael Jones,
Rt. 1, Benton; Joann Edmonds, 502 Meadow
Lane; Joseph D. Tidwell,
Rt. 7 Sue G.McLemore,
Rt. 6, Paducah; Mark G.
Underwood, Rt. 6; Luther
W. Lyons, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Sandra L. Willoughby,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Henry L. Clary, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.; Cora Mae
Henson, Rt. 2; Mary E.
Insco, Rt. 2, Martin,
Tenn.; Mebble Mix, Rt. 3,
Mayfield; Ruth E. Duncan, Rt. 3.
Deborah K. Brannack,
Rt. 5; Hal K. Kingins,
1105 South 16th St.; Lois
C. Wilson, 508 North
Seventh St.; Beula C.
Williams, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Lomon C. McDougal,
Dill's Trailer Court;
Mary Opal Moody, 808
South Fourth St.
I.illie E. Tarver, 307 E.
Jackson, Clinton; Eura
D. Crisp, Rt. 1, Almo;
Treva Mae Burkeen, fit.
1, Dexter; Algie Franes
labors, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mary Lou Foy,
512 Broad St.; Ardee A.
Riley,409 Cherry St.

COLOR
Only 'about one person
in 20 dreams in color.
ALKALINE WATER
The water that drains
off Japan's Mount Fuji is
so alkaline that
photographic negatives
can be delveloped with It.
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WHO CAN
OPEN A NEW
SHOE STORE
WITH 20%OFF
RYTHING?
NNEY
•

AND WE ARE,ALLTHIS WEEK.

y.

Farris, 509
St.; Sarah V.
E- 1 Fox
s; Joe E.
It. 1, Dexter;
,Rt. 1, FarmRoscoe W.
12, Benton.
Jackson, 1659
Juanita M.
uth Sixth St.;
Rt. 1, FarAnnie Jane
E. Main,
in.; Annie 0.
. 1, Sedalia.

To celebrate the Grand Opening of our
newest Kinney Shoe Store, we've decided to do something really big. We're
offering 20% off everything in the entire
store, no matter how many purchases
you make. .
20% off all of our fashionable styles
of fun and fancy shoes for women. Plus

admissions
Conner and
t. 1, Hardin.
sissals
ichael Jones,
II; Joann Ed12 Meadow
ph D. Tidwell,
3.McLemore,
..ah;
Mark G.
Rt. Luther
t. 1, Dexter.
Willoughby,
anan, Tenn.;
.:lary, Rt. 4,
.; Cora Mae
2; Mary E.
2, Martin,
ile Mix, Rt. 3,
;uth E. Dun-

accessories like handbags, hose, socks
and slippers.
20% off all our men's dress shoes,
including our classic, all-leather Stuart
Holmes Collection.
20% off on our wide selection of
NBA athletic shoes, casual shoes, Flex
Gripper work shoes and Landis- boots.

And your kids will jump for joy when
they see all of our great-looking shoes
for them. And at 20% off, so will you.
So visit our newest Kinney this week
and bring the whole family. Because if anyone can give you shoes that are big on
fashion but reasonable in price, Kinney
can. And at Kinney, that's the big idea.

mney®
The Great American Shoe Store.
CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
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Tomorrow, in the
Chestnut Hills Mall
look for the
Grand Opening
of our exciting new
fashion store.
To celebrate we're offering
you 20% Off on
everything in the store.
Fantastic savings on all
the greatest styles, from
trendy pace-setters to
All
classics.
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That's at Maurices. . .
where your fashion
dreams come true.
Make a point to come
in, meet us, and take
advantage of our storewide values.

4 days only.

20% OFF
Everything
in stock!

MAUR

ICES where fashion doesn't cost a fortune!
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Student search legal

TO PRESENT CONCERT — The Masters Five will present a concert
Thursday, July 29, at 7:30 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. They are,
from left, Movie
Lister, Jake Hess, James Blackwood, J D. Sumner and Rosie
Rozell. All of these
men have been singing in national gospel groups for many years
including the
Blackwood Brothers, Stamps, Sunshine Boys, Statesmen and
Imperials.
Sumner, one of the world's lowest bass singers, reorganized the
Stamps Quartet
and sang seven years with Elvis Presley in his movies, television
specials,
records and personal appearances. The public is invited to attend this
special
program by this group of gospel singers, a church spokesman said.

Former First Lady recovering well
NEW YORK (API —
Richard Nixon says the
effects of a stroke his
wife, Pat, suffered in 1976
have all but disappeared.
Her health is excellent," the former
president said in an interview in the August issue
of Good Housekeeping.
"She doesn't quite have

Ford secretary
joins Sloane

•

LOUISV11.1,E, Ky.
(API — U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford's executive
secretary has announced
she is leaving her position
in Washington to join the
gubernatorial campaign
of Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane.
Mrs. Price had worked
ford Ford since his election as lieutenant governor 15 years ago. She will
be the top assistant to
campaign manager Joe
Terry in Frankfort, a
spokesman for the Sloane
camp said.

the stamina she used to
have, and she doesn't like
to go on faraway trips.
But other than a slight,
almost unnoticeable problem with her left arm,
she's fine."
Nixon said the most
-endearing quality" of
his wife, now 70, is her
way with children.
"It's difficult being the
children of celebrities,"
he said. "Pat spent so
much time with our two
daughters 1Tricia and
Julie) giving them love
and affection and
warmth. But she was also
a dirciplfriailan. She is
the same wonderful way
with our three grand:—
children."
Tricia has one child,
Christopher Cox, 3. Julie
has two children, Jennie,
4, and Alexander
Eisenhower, l'2.
Nixon also said his
marriage of 42 years has
lasted because of his
-compatibility" with his
wife.
"I married her because
I loved her and because I

admired her intelligence
and great sense of
humor," he said. "YOu
know, she is still wonderful; she hasn't changed
through the years."

OWENSBORO, Ky.
AP i — Daviess County
High School officials did
not violate the rights of a
student by conducting a
strip search." according to an opinion in
Daviess Circuit Court.
Judge Robert Short ruled Monday that school officials acted reasonably
and within the letter of
the law when they searched Brad Hone, then 15, on
Jan. 28, 1982. School officials said they
suspected Rone of carrying drugs.
Following the search,
Rone filed a lawsuit
against four high school
officials, five school
board members and
superintendent Glenn
Duncan seeking 8300,000
in damages for invasion
of privacy, improper
search and seizure and
mental anguish.
David Lamar, attorney
for Rone and his mother,
Ramona Payne, said he
would advise the decision
be appealed.
In the same court
order, Short dismissed a
1100,000 counter-claim
against Rone and his
mother filed by the four
high school officials nam-

ed in the origina.
Marvin Nunley, attorney for principal Waymond Morris, vice principals Gene Crume and
Kenny Baughn and
counselor Larry Martin,
said that his clients intend to pursue their suit
but will wait to see if
Rone files for an appeal.
In ruling in favor of the
educators, Short said,
"The common-sense view
that school officials stand
in the same relationship
as parents during school
hours is a necessary and
compelling one so long as
they do not act
unreasonable."
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Congratulations
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center
MURRAY MASONRY, INC.
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Tax still owed
I.A W
Ky.(AP — A state au).:
shows former Anders.
County Sheriff Pa ..
Catlett still owes
county $1,013 in exc(Th
fees from 1980.
A spokesman for the
Auditor's office said
Catlett, who left office at
the end of last year,failed
to propertly report all
taxes he collected and
didn't publish an annual
financial statement for
1980, which is a violation
of state law.

GOOD LUCK ON
YOUR GRAND OPENING
CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

IIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIr

Wednesday, July 28
GRAND OPENING
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

WESTERN KENTUCKY \
SPRINKLER CO. INC. \

We are proud to have done
the heating and air conditioning"

Automatic
Sprinkler
Equipment

We keep you cool in summer & warm in winter

FREED COTHAM CO.

Designed
Installed
Serviced

153-4832

802 Chestnut

1201 N. 6th Paducah

443-7060

cipANID CIPIENIINIC
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Wednesday, July 28
Congratulations and we welcome you to
Murray, Ky.
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Canadian girl is crowned Miss Universe during Peru pageant last evening
LLMA, Peru • AP
Mies Canada, a statues
que, auburn-haired
model from Toronto, beat
out 76 beauties from
around the world to claim
the crown as Miss
Universe 1982
"Tell me this is a
dream." Karen Dianne
Baldwin, a smiling, but
tearful 18-year-old, said
as she was being led off
stage Monday night to a
gala ball in her honor.- "I
can't believe it. I'm nervous...I'm very ner-

Master of ceremonies
Bob Barker assured Miss
Baldwin that she had indeed been named Miss
Universe as she received
the crown from last
year's winner, Irene Saez
of Venezuela in a
ceremona- capping the annual pageant held this
year in the I Peruvian
capital.
The five runners-up
were in order, Miss
Guam, Patty Chong
Kerkos, 18, of Tamuning:
Miss Italy, Cinzia
Fiordeponti, 21, of Rome;

Miss Greevue, Tina
Ros.sou, 19. of Athens and
Miss U.S.A., Tern Utley,
20, Cabot, Ark.
A panel of 12 judges. including American actress
Cicely Tyson. Broadway
producer David Merrick.
and magician David Copperfield, narrowed the
field and made the final
decision.
The contestants were
judged in swimsuit and
evening gown competition and personal interviews. Early in the evening, the field was narrow-

eti to 12 semi-finalists. including contestants froni
Brazil, South Africa.
Finland, Peru, Germany,
England and Uruguay
Miss Baldwin, the
green-eyed. 5-foot, 10inch first prize winner,
said before the contest
that she wanted to study
at the Fashion Institute of
Technology in New York
for a career in the beauty.
fashion and modeling industry.
Along with the title, she
gets 8150,000 in cash and
prizes and a one-year per-

001141
tract.

appearance

con-

The two-hour television
show, beamed live by
satellite to 50 countries,
went smoothly despite
concern by Peruvian
police, who had increased
security forces following
scattered weekend bombings in Lima unrelated to
the pageant.
Police said they doubled security forces at the
Amauta Stadium, a converted bullring in an industrial neighborhood
two miles from the center

of the cit).
The violence, including
a blast at the U.S. Embassy in Lima, was
similar to previous bombing attacks in Lima and
other Peruvian cities by
the Sendero Luminoso —
Lighted Path — a Communist organization that
has taken responsibility
for 2,900 "guerrilla actions" over a two-year
period.

planation and Miss
Baldwin was whisked off
to the celebrity ball at the

downtown hotel whets
the 77 contestants V•t•f•
staying

Exec deals around the world

There are some
HONOLULU (AP) — A
gray car glides through
benefits. Although none
the silent streets of
of the executives interdowntown Honolulu, viewed mentioned spending the afternoon at the
unimpeded by traffic in
the pre-dawn darkness as
beach, Norris goes out to
a long lunch from 11:30 to
stockbroker Jay Itagaki
2.
A news conference heads for work.
Sam Cooke, a vice
It's 3 a.m. For the past
after the pageant was
VOUS...
president at Dean Witter
cancelled 'without ex- decade, Itagaki has been
Reynolds, plays a set of
on the job in time for the
• VSL• Mart Sol.s tot Less • W al Mast Salts for Les.•W•t M•rf Saes for lass•Wall Marl Seals for Leos•Wet Mart Sells fur less •We Me•t Sens to, It.,• We; Ma,I Sells tut Less •We
tennis at lunchtime and
opening of New York
leaves work at 4 p.m. He
financial markets, 5,000
arrives at 5:30 a.m.
miles and six time zones
away.
Expires
us
"There isn't much traffic, let me tell you," he
8- 1 -82
a.
said. -I see a few drunks
going home from the
bars, and there are some
strange women who wave
at me from the corner of
Hotel Street" in
Honolulu's red light
district.
Itagaki is one of a small
number of Honolulu
P
.
financial executives —
bank presidents, currenFrances Drake
•
('y traders, commodities
FOR WEDNESDAY,
dealers, and
JULY 28,1982
stockbrokers — who set
What kind of day will tomortheir schedules by
row be? To find out what the
market hours a world
stars say, read the forecast
away.
given for your birth sign.
He pulls into the. parking garage at E.F. Hut3
ton's corporate suite on ARIES
•
Bishop Street. In his of- (Mar.2110 Apr. 19i
fice, a teletype operator Be willing to help out when a
is ready to open the loved one asks you to share in
wires.
duties. In love, you're prone to
as
On Wall Street, it's 9 fantasize. Curb daydreaming.
a.m., the start of another TAURUS
business day. Itagaki (Apr. 20 to'May 20
scans the Reuters and 'A friend may not be sincere
Dow Jones financial in promises of financial backwires in his office and ing. Self-discipline is acunfinished
checks the interest rates. cented. Complete:
He begins calling tasks.
Chicago and New York
Amaretta Linen
y 21Ito June 20
GEMPsi
for currency, stock and (Ma
,t
commodity transactions Watch a tendency to rahe'll discuss with his tionalize, especially . in
Honolulu clients over romance. It's a time to face
•
facts and to fulfill comlunch nine hours later.
•
A 40-cup coffee pot is mitments to others.
CANCER
"perking away in the
Terrific Savings'
I June 21 to July 22)GO
back room," he said. "I
lin Soir
A relative would appreciate
live
on
that
in
the
morn35,
Aylei
triacetaie
us •65,
an outing with you. In business._
ing. I'm numb until my
61611Vegiet•45'Inghes wide
you need to guard against
sixth cup."
those who would take advan•
1, ateb yctn Amaretta
To compute Hawaii tage of you.
.1,
•Machine
time, subtract six hours LEO
from Eastern Daylight IJuly 23 to Aug. 22)
Terrific Savings!
Time and five hours from
You will order something
Premier II Prints
Eastern Standard Time. for the home via a mail-order
•
ester/50% favor
-You can work in one catalogue. You're susceptible
•r r.es wide
quadrant of the world in to flattery now. Watch wishful
•
1..es flora's pin dbts
• all color the morning and another thinking.
•Machine
8, dr,
quadrant in the after- VIRGO
Terrific Savings'
noon," said Philip Norris, Aug. 23to Sept. 22i
Santa Fe Prints
manager of E.F. Hutton You may be confused about
•
•
where you stand in a relationTerrific Savings'
here.
•
•rrtt, w.th me pale ,nfluentr
•r •mirnrcie wash w
"At 4:15 a.m.) I can ship. Don't neglect small
Danflair Plaids
• 5% Polyesten.35% cotter, ,
catch my Swiss and repairs that need to be done at
•.14-45 Inches wide .For dresses
Italian clients. There's a home.
blouses *Fall plaids *Machine
12-hour differential to the LIBRA
.
11,
wash 8, drycentral part of Europe. Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
inventory of your
Take
an
And late in the afternoon,
household supplies and
I'm getting in touch with
restock if necessary. An acYard
clients in Singapore and
1
quaintance is either unreliable
Hong Kong. Of course, or untruthful.
•
it's already the next day SCORPIO
there.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'04'
— You adjust to
Don't take on too many
everything after 20 assigiv-nents, as you're in
Terrific Savings'
years," he added.
danger of scattering your
Denim
But after just three energies. Do one thing at a
•tUU
•48
r.
weeks on the early- time for success.
••13 Ounct
morning shift, interna- SAGITTARIUS
•.deal for skirts vests
s
tional banker Gigi David- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)'
•
o(ea 0. tr
Dia,d
son isn't sure she'll ever Visit an old friend who's not
adjust.
been feeling up to par:Private
"Oh God," she said of talks are favored, as gossips
Yard
her hours. "I usually could misrepresent your
come in at four — and I views.
get up at 3:30, the 'last CAPRICORN
Save 1 70c)
possible moment. I know (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Pongee Solids
I have to do it for a while, You'll have to sort truth
•100% Polyester•58-60 Inches
but I sure don't want to from fantasy now. Emphasize
wide .Soft and silky
col° s
the practical and don't be
spend my life at it."
•Coordinate w,th woo, blends
Honolulu's Merrill misled by get-rich-quick
•Machine Wash 8 dry
Lynch office has enough schemes.
brokers to spread the AQUARIUS
Save 32%
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
,
misery, said manager •
Vinyl Tape Measure
You may misread another's
•60 7150cm .Measures inches Or
Eugene Banks.
intentions now, especially in
centimeters .Won t shrink, tear or
"We rotate it around,"
the area of romance. Seek
stretch and as waterproof .No 7500 *Reg 786
he said. -Let's say they down-to-earth advice about a
get up at three. With a career matter.
large staff, each broker fitscEs
does it for a week or so (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
every six to eight mon- You're easily distracted on
ths."
the job. Avoid wasting time on
at Ow...ea.....
the phone and concentrate on
immediate responsibilities.
YOU BORN TODAY are
happiest in intellectual fields.
Law, engineering, publishing,
FRANKFORT. Ky advertising and education are
I AP) — The state Depart- some of the fields in which
fulfillment.
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Police chief, six deputies are charged with professor's death

ening

wit hotel where
contestants were

CULIACAN, Mexico
AP) — A police chief and
six deputies were charged formally Monday with

Jail and drto e
the murder ut nuasing flounced.
University of Colorado
Ten state judicial them south to the small
Professor Nicholas police agents took the town of San Ignacio to
Schrock. authorities an seven suspects from the await trial, Sinaloa state
Attorney General Jorge
Chavez Castro said

Wheelchair woman wants a career

.he world

agetrist wen,
The policemen were
also charged with robbery, assault and other
lesser offenses, Chavez
Castro said. tir said even
if there were not enough
evidence to warrant a
murder trial, it was very
unlikely the men would
be released from jail.
Asked about unconfirmed reports that at
least six other murder
victims
possibly
Americans, were believ-

He said Enrique
HILLVIEW, Ky. Al
reel a cur\ ature of the work
Estrada Lopez, the San
- She is confined to a spine.
The center's directors Ignacio judge who will
"At that point in time, decided that she was not hear the case against the
wheelchair and suffering
from a rare disease that she looked very good and eligible for rehabilitation policemen, had until
the state says makes her strong," said Leather- "due to limitations im- Thursday morning to
unemployable. but Judy man,adding the effects of posed by her disability determine whether the
Larkins is determined to Friedreich's ataxia are and lack of reasonable evidence was sufficient to
have a career.
difficult to predict.
start trial proceedings
vocational potential."
We can never say
She was accepted for
the job-training program when these people are goat the Eastern Kentucky Mg to die," he said. He
Rehabilitation Center said she could have a long
last April. Three months period of remission.
later, she was back in her Many victims of the
Bullitt County home with disease die young, he exher mother, stepfather plained, but others have
and four brothers and lived into middle age.
Miss Larkins' evaluasisters.
Miss Larkins suffers tion, conducted during
from Friedreich's ataxia, September and October
which steadily Weakens of last year, indicated
the muscles and often that she was unable to
shortens the patient's life stand or walk and movespan.
ment in her arms and
They said that since hands was somewhat
the disease was pro- limited.
She was rated high on
gressive it wouldn't be
feasible for them to train intelligence, visual skills,
Inc,' said Miss Larkins, sound comprehension
who is 20. "They were and language skills. The
afraid I would die while I evaluation said her
manual dexterity was acwas in ttaining."
Her mother, Millie ceptable but could
Reiter, is angry because, degenerate.
she said, when the center
Center officials decided
evaluated and accepted she was employable and
her daughter, it knew the recommended that she be
disease was progressive. accepted for training as
She said her daughter an accounting clerk.
had been getting good
James Land, her field
grades and was excited
counselor at Shepherdabout being with people
sville, said Miss Larkins'
and learning new skills.
"unfortunate" situation
-Why didn't they wait
her condi• to see if the disease pro- arose because
degenerated between
gressed and then release tion
her evaluation last fall
her?" Mrs. Reiter asked.
and her arrival at the
."It's awful to think
in the spring. Staff
there's no future at all. center
indicate that she
I've got three kids who reports
steadily lost strength durSpecializing in
may have the same
two months at the
Acoustic Ceiling
disease. What does this ing her
Drywall,
center.
mean for them?"
Lathe & Plaster
staff
2,
June
On
Miss Larkins was referred to the state's members agreed that
618-549-3316
Ca rbondale, III.
rehabilitation services by Miss Larkins was slow in
Dr. Kenton Leatherman, completing tasks and that
was
handwriting
who did spinal surgery on her
her four years ago to car- unacceptable 'for office

e are some
Although none
executives intermentioned spene afternoon at the
Norris goes out to
inch from 11:30 to

Cooke, a vice
it at Dean Witter
Is, plays a set of
at lunchtime and
work at 4 p.m. He
at 530 a.m.
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on your
GRAND OPENING

Individual
foscope

ed Limed v. WI S&fiock,
Chavez Castro said they
were -nothing but false
rumors '•
He said the absence of
any such reports from
consular officials in Mexico was proof that the
rumors were unfounded.
Estrada Lopez was to
start hearing testimony
from the accused men
Tuesday morning.
Schrock, 42, was driving to a summer teaching
job in Guadalajara, Mex-

ico, when he disappear ed
nearly two months ago
His Japanese-made
pickup truck subsequently turned up in San Ignacio
At least one of the
seven policemen has
reportedly confessed to
murdering Schrock but
the body has not been
found
Juan Martinez Arpon,
spokesman for the
Sinaloa state judicial
police, said late Monday

the search tur schrock's
body was still underway.
In an earlier interview.
however, he said coyotes
or other predators may
have found the body.
Police sources have
said the suspects may be
reluctant to say where
the body is buried
because other bodies
could be buried with it
But Martinez Arpon as
well as Chavez Castro
said he didn't think there
were any other bodies
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Countries unite in opposition of ban on U.S. pipeline equipment
BoNN, West Germany
AP - The West German and British governments have joined
France and Italy in a
united front opposing
President Reagan's ban
on exports of U S.licensed equipment for
the Siberian gas pipeline.
Manufacturers in the
four nations hold the bulk
of the $11 billion in European contracts for the
pipeline, and their defiance represents a major
setback to Reagan's effort to promote a Euro-

is e1/IIies

any decISIOIIS by the
firms that help fulfill the
gas pipeline deal." he
said in an interview with
the newspaper Bud
AEG-Telefunken.
giant electronics firm,
has announced it will defy
the U.S. sanctions imposed June 18 because of continuing martial law lb
Poland, which the
Reagan administration
blames on the Soviet
Union.
AEG-Telefunken has a
$2.25 million order for 47

turbines to power .unipressor stations along the
pipeline. Heinz Duerr, the
head of the company..
said the loss of this
business could put 2,000
people out of work. It
would also hurt the company, which 10 days ago
got a $250 million credit
from the government to
guarantee export contracts and persuade
private banks to help
restore the firm's financial health.
In London, Trade
Secretary Lord Cockfield

issued Britain's strongest terests.
denunciation of the emIn Washington, State
bargo yet, saying it "is an Department spokesman
attempt to interfere with Dean Fischer said Moab
existing contracts and day the U.S. government
represents an unaccep- regretted Italy's decision
table extension of to ignore the sanctions,
American extra- but added the United
territorial sovereignty."
States wished "to remain
He told the House of in regular contact with
Lords the government the government of Italy
hopes the dispute can be and other governments
solved in a "mutually ac- involved."
The U.S. government
ceptable way....But if this
proves impossible, I do has said it is studying the
wish to make clear that legal issues involved in
we are determined to de- rejection of the pipOne
fend our national in- sanctions,
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pean
against the Soviet Union.
West Germany's state
secretary of economics,
Otto Schlecht. said Monday that his government
cannot order companies
to honor their contracts
for the pipeline, as the
French and Italian
governments did last
week. But he said it will
support any German
businesses that violate
the U.S. embargo and will
protect them against
American retaliation.
'The West German

•
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SPECIAL SELECTION -

SPECIAL SELECTION - LIMITED QUANITIES
Ladies Bras

$1.00

Boys Garanimal Tank Tops

Boys Shorts

$2.50

Girls Tube Tops

Ladies & Childrens Assorted Scuffs

$2.50

Infant Shorts & Shirts

$1.25

Mens Shirts

$5.00

Girls Tops

UI
7

50'

Ladies Tube Tops

LIMITED

QUANITIES
$2.50
75'
$1.50

Girls Dresses

$3.50 & $4.50 •

Ladies Jeans & Slacks
Ladies Rompers

$8.00

Ladies Sundresses

$4.00

Ladies Sundresses

$2.00

Ladies Baby Doll Pajamas

$3.50

Ladies Gowns

$5.00

Mens Pullover Shirts

$4.00

Mens Mesh Shirts

$2.00

Mens Sport Shirts

$6.00

Maternity Dress(one style)

Infant Dee Cee Short Overalls

$3.00

Maternity Top

Mens Tank Tops

$1.50

Queensize

Toddler Tops

$1.00

Assorted

is

$12.00
$2.50

$4.00

Mens Novelty Tank Tops

$2.00

Maternity Top

$6.00 & $7.00

Toddler Shorts

$2.50

Ladies Bathing Suits

$5.00 & $6.00

$1.25

Boys Shorts

Girls Shorts

HILTON HEAD out of the House, Hunt
ISLAND, S.C. (API - replied, "It's goipg to be
North Carolina Gov. Jim . tough.
The Senate, faced with
Hunt introduced a resolution Monday asking his a mammoth budget
fellow southern gover- deficit, approved legislanors to join him in oppos- tion doubling the federal
ing changes in federal cigarette tax from 8 cents
taxation that would hurt to 16 cents in 1983, 1984
state revenue collections. and 1985. The tax would
Among the areas the return to its current level
resolution would cover in 1986.
are a proposed national
The legislation also inflat percentage income creases the federal excise
tax and recently approv- tax on phone rates from 1
ed increases in federal percent now to 3 percent
excise taxes on between 1983 and 1985.
telephones and cigaret- That tax would drop to 2
tes.
percent in 1986.
Hunt, who is attending
Hunt said the excise,tax
the Southern Governors legislation would
make it
Association conference -far more
difficult if not
on Hilton Head Island this impossible" for
state and
week,said he hopes to get local governments
to
the necessary two-thirds raise additional
revenues
vote to pass the resolu- through excise
tax intion.
creases,
Governors from nine
He said it had been
other states and Puerto estimated the loss to
state
Rico areattending the an- and local
governments
nual conclave, where at,
would be $358 million.
least 21. other resolutions
The proposed resoluwill be taken up on the
last day of the gathering tion, addressed to the
president, the Senate and
Wednesday.
Hunt, whose state leads the House .of Representhe nation in cigarette tatives;'states opposition
production, was par- to "any action by -the
ticularity concerned federal government to
about the increase in the preempt, either directly
cigarette tax that the or indirectly, sources of
Senate approved early state revenues, state tax
bases, or state taxation
Friday.
"The tax on cigarettes methods."
is one that belongs to
'We don't want to be
state and local govern- blatantly provincial
ments," he said.
about it," said Hunt
But when asked how spokesman R. Brint
much chance there would Hackney, explaining why
be of preventing the excise taxes alone were
legislation from getting not addressed.

SCHRIEVER, La.
(API - Terry Guidroz
says he doesn't know
why, but cockroaches not the German kind,
mind you, but the good ol'
American kind - are a
hot item in the wholesale
insect business.
"I don't really know
why they want these
things, but they do, and
we are seriously buying,"
said Guidroz, manager of
Waubun Laboratory.
"We are a biological
house, we buy all sorts of
things."
And because of a
Southern cold snap last
winter, 100 percent inflation has hit the wholesale
cockroach market -boosting the previous 5cent price to a dime
apiece, Guidroz said
Monday.
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But Britain, r t alive,
Italy and West Germany
consider the ban an illegal extension of
American sovereignty.
The contracts were signed before the imposition
of martial law in Poland
last Dec. 13.
They also argue that
the United States has not
come up with a practical
alternative for them to
Soviet gas supplies, that
the pipeline means jobs
and trade for Europeans
during the worst
economic crisis since the
Great Depression of the
1930s, and that Reagan is
in no position to ask
Europe for sanctions as
long as he lets U.S.
farmers sell $1.8 billion or
more worth of grain a
year to the Soviet Union.
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Cockroaches become hot item

60month
'

Reagan's action last
month extended a ban on
export of U.S. equipment
to the Soviet Union to include goods manufactured by foreign firms using U.S. technology under
American license.
In addition to the Polish
situation, the U.S.
government says it does
not want Western Europe
to become dependent on
Soviet gas. It has said it
also fears the Soviet
military budget will
benefit from the $10
billion a year natural gas
sales are expected to bring in after the pipeline
begins operating in 1984.
U.S. officials also see
the pipeline project as a
big help to the Soviet
economy, which they
believe is in deep trouble.

WAIrillART

2

for tear •

Kemper
Insurance Company

Guidroz says he has no
use for German roaches,
commonly known as
house roaches. They live
almost anywhere and are
utterly worthless.
But the American
roach is a different beast.
Guidroz says he's interested in roaches about
2 inches long which can
fly short distances or
squeeze- through narrow
cracks.
These American
brutes, he says, live not
only in houses,, but in
trees, and they thrive in
humid, semi-tropical
climates.
-They don't realize
there are certain areas of
the country that are not
blessed as we are," he
said.
Guidroz placed ads for
the insects in newspapers
in Houma. Thibodaux,
Morgan City and New
Orleans.
His company mails
boxes of the beasts - to
the tune of 15,000 roaches
a year - to North
Carolina Biological Supply Co. of Burlington, N.C.
"They supply
biological materials to
high schools and colleges
throughout the country,"
he added. "Some of the
roaches may be used in
research on insecticide,
to determine which types
of chemicals are best for
killing them "

For Sale By Owner
bedroom semi basement home
with 3H 'acres fully
fenced. Has 3 outbuildings. low utility
kills
city water •
Also hot house trailer
hookup $23,500.04
Coll anytime
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New Disney showplace to combine past cultures with future
LAKE BUENA VISTA,
Epcot Center was World and encircling the
Fla. AP ) — Trucks plow originally EPCOT -- 40-acre lagoon, the visitor
through the mud roads. acronym for Experimen- will walk or ride along
Construction cranes sw- tal Prototype Community village streets joining
ing back and forth across of Tomorrow, a futuristic Aztec pyramids, a
the cloud-filled sky.
concept some envisioned Japanese Shinto shrine, a
Thousands of hard- as a plastic-domed city broad piazza from Italy,
hatted workers swarm where people would live Chinese pagodas, a
over a pitted, busy land- and work in a controlled Bavarian biergarten and
scape dotted with huge laboratory environment. other slices of life from
structures ranging from
That idea eventually eight foreign cultures.
I'm as excited as a kid
the odd-shaped futuristic gave way to the more
to European ancient, practical, permanent ex- waiting for it to open,"
Oriental temples meld position of science, im- says Nunis, supervising
with American frontier agination and foreign the day-to-day construction of what he says may
architecture, William cultures.
Shakespeare's birthplace
Disney officials defend be the largest private
and Paris' Eiffel Tower it as much more than a
around a huge lagoon.
giant theme park.
The "imagineers" of
-Epcot will be as difWalt Disney's legacy are ferent from Disneyland
busy putting the final as this was from Coney;
touches on their late Island," says Disney
master's dream: a World spokesman Bob
showplace combining the Mery ine , echoing a
past and the future, favorite company line.
American technology -It's a step toward getwith the flavor of foreign ting entertainment from
lands and cultures.
real things as opposed to
The $800 million Epcot fantasy."
Center is -in the final ---- -T-wice the size of the
stages of construction Magic Kingdom and linkalongside central ed to it by eight miles of
Florida's biggest tourist monorail, Epcot Center
attraction — Walt still encourages debate
Disney's Magic about whether it's
Kingdom.
primarily educational or
The center's two theme entertaining.
areas— World Showcase.
Even some of the top
with pavilions represen- Disney officials aren't
ting nine nations, and sure.
Future World, featuring
Dick Nunis, president
the marvels of American of Walt Disney World, put
science, industry and im- it this way recently while
agination — will be ready conducting an imprompOct. 1 for the first of an tu tour, "I subscribe to
expected 8 million what Walt alvvays said —
visitors a year.
'I would rather entertain
The new attraction, and hope people learn
combined with the than teach and hope
familiar amusement they're entertained."
park next door, is proAt a distance. Epcot
jected to lure more than Center's most striking
20 million people a year to feature is a silvergleaming 180-foot
For the visitor, the of-. geosphere, the Spaceship
ferings of Disney's big- Earth globe, at the
gest and most expensive gateway to Future World.
project are described this
From there, the visitor
way: In Future World, can wander through
you travel the corridors pavilions named
of time and discover what Universe of Energy,
lies ahead. In World Transportation, the
Showcase, you travel the Land, Imagination, New
countries of the world and Horizons. and Computer An•••=. So. 4th St.
discover the family of Central.
man.
Adjacent to Future MN

organization
s
Epcot will more than
double Disney's investment in the 27,400-acre
-vacation kingdom" site
southwest of Orlando.
Participating in the
Future World adventures
Disney says are a
preview of the 21st century are the Bell System,
Exxon, General Motors.
Kraft, Kodak, American
Express, Coca-Cola,
Sperry Univac and
General Electric.
The foreign nations in-

World
\.vtiin
Showcase's first phase
are Canada. France, Italy, Japan. China, Mexico,
Great Britain and West
Germany. The American
Adventure Pavilion will
feature Disney's first
"walking" audioanirmkronic robot, Ben
Franah, plus Thomas
Jefferson and other
historical figures.

acres, d
t)ig it,
The 1ag.un takes up an
Olaf.
all of Tomorrowland in area equal to 85 football
fields
the Magic Kingdom

Factory unemployment rises

FRANKFORT. Ky.
;APi — The uneinployment rate in Kentucky
was worse than usual this
June because of factory
layoffs, according to the
state Department for
Human Resources
The June unemployEverything is big.
ment rate in Kentucky
One single pavilion, was 10,6 percent, up from
The Land, covers more Ma \ 's 9 8 neri•ent rate

May was the only month
so far this year in which
unemployment wasnot in
double figures.
Manufacturing employ ment was down 4,000 jobs
in June to 249,000, the
department said, which
was the lowest since 1970.
The national unemploymerit rate for June was
9 8 percent.
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PROJECT!

Murray, Ky.
4

CHESTNUT HILLS
GRAND OPENING
Wednesday, July 28th

We Are Proud To
Have Done The...

Effective July 27 Thru August 2, 1982

Get the most for your money in the least
amount of time, minimum of $10,000!

3-Month Money Market Certificate
10.559%

PLUMBING
24 HOUR SERVICE

Effective July 27 Thru August 2, 1982

Minimum Deposit $7,500.00
The certificate matures in 91

days
Your rate is based on the
91 Day Treasury Bill Rate
We pay /
1
4% more than commercial banks
Insured By The F.S.L.I.C.

•PLUMBING SERVICE
•SEWER CONTRACTING
•WATER HEATERS

(Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Withdrawal!

NEW CONSTRUCTION OR REPAIRS

RESIDENTIAL

753-6168

IF NO ANSWER DIAL 753-4771
JIMMY LAMB

COMMERCIAL

OWNER

VAUGHN'S
PLUMBING

! By Owner

om semi
home -acres fully
les 3 out.
losv utility
ity water •
louse trailer
$23,500.00
time. 753-

building project in the
country today.
There are 4,000 construction workers making the stretch drive to
complete the 550-acre
project, which is costing
twice as much as the
original Magic Kingdom
did when it opened 10
years ago.
Some 1,800 full-time artists, designers and
engineers are involved,
plus another 1,000 in consulting firms across the
country, the Disney

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

501N 4th ST

•

MURRAY

,;•

COPY AVAILABLE
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Murrayans win honors at dance championships at Louisville

I. Legal Noti

I. Gary Ne
longer res
debts o
own Gary N

any

1. Notice

'74 IN'
TIONA

For S
Trade
wheel
picku
model
474-804

Granny
Calfis

Wed
101

-

-PLACING FOURTH in American Smooth in
championships were Craig Thurman and Pam
Willett,

PLACING THIRD in American Latin in championships were Craig Thurman and Cathy Young.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Monduif's Puzzle
PA o

IA

P 14

MOUL0 IMMO
M MUMODUM 0
CO 01100 DM
MUM 001210 UM
00U12 OMUO 0
MOM MOO
O 0000 00MM
UM MOM OEM 0
OCIU 00100 MO
O MUU000M 0
0012110 014000
TENDS
ACROSS
1 Health resort
4 Hebrew letter
6 Fissile rock
11 Conerele
support
13 Occupant
15 Article
16 Run away to
marry
18 Ebb or neap
19 London
repast
21 Paradise
22 Teutonic
deity
23 Family
members
26 Secret agent
29 One opposed
31 Plaything
33 Diphthong

DE

S

10 Goal
66 College deg
12 French article
67 Timid
14 Tellurium
DOWN
Symbol
1 Quarrel
17 Await settleEvergreen
ment
tree
3 Actor
20 Likely
Pacino
24 Ventilates
4 Haying less
25 Crafty
color
27 Fruit skin
5 Wear away
28 Play area
6 Loud-voiced
29 Celebes ox
person
30 Facial feature
7 Pronoun
32
Limbs
.
8 Poker stake'
- 36 Atmosphere
9 Dens

Negative
35 Knock
38 Type of
bread
39 Teutonic
deity
40 Bone
41 Father
43 Precious
metal
45 Roman
bronze
47 Let go
50 Pronoun
52 Transaction
53 Decay
56 Leave out
58 Become

2

1

4

3

it

5

37 Herel
42 Verve
44 Above Poet
46 Retinue
48 Avoid
49 Eagle;nest
51 Stupefy

Twenty-two persons
represented the Thurman
School of Dance at the recent 1982 Mid U.S. Tournament and Dance
Championships at the
Seelbach Hotel and Convention Center,
Louisville.
The Murray group had

F'ORMATION WINNER - Winning fu-st on formation dance at 1982 Mid U.S. Tournament and Dance Championships at Louisville was Thurman School of Dance. Pictured, left to right, front row, Pam Willett, Mary
-Lou Lyles, Elsie Thurman, Judy Baucum, Cathy Young, Cynthia Hart, Sharon Poole, Lin Johnson, back row,
Ashley Thurman, Keith Lyles, Craig Thurman, Charles R. ( Boogie) Thurman, Rick Canty, David Barnhill,
Joe Cowin and Kevin Hilkey.

46 entries to place in first,
second and third in the
championships.
First place went to a
formation of eight
couples. This was composed of Pam Willett,
Ashley Thurman, Mary
Lou Lyles, Keith Lyles,
Elsie Thurman, Craig

54 Solemn vow
55 Those people
56 Conjunction
57 Encountered
59 City train
62 Note of scale
64 Clear —
mud

6

7

8

9

10

12

14

15

18

9 U2021

111111
22

23 24

lia

26 NI 28

ii

31

•

33
230UU
•
39
lil
NMI 38 43 44
auUU42
ha
fli
hawII 52 Nail 53 ow
SBA
Nil
id IV
61

accustomed

60 Exclamation
61 Come back
63 Expand
65 Doctrine

kil
6SUUUU

1111

Ild

ill•

il

Thurman, Judy Baucum,
Charles ( Boogie) Thurman, Cathy Young, Rick
Canty, Cynthia Hart,
David Barnhill, Sharon
Poole, Joe Cowin, Lin
Johnson- and Kevin
Hilkey.
Placing third in professional Latin were Craig
Thurman and Cathy
Young, and placing
fourth in professional
American smooth were
Craig Thurman and Pam
Willett.
.In the junior division
Kelly Lyles placed first.
Selina Donelson and
Ashley Thurman placed
,third in junior amateur.
Also attending from
here were Barbara
Donelson, Robbie
Stamps, Winnie Love and
Verlene Ezell.
Fifty schools from 17
states were represented
at the Louisville championship.

'
I M VERY SUPERSTITIOUS_

NO

For your con
Salter from
will be •1 t
from 6.30 Cl
or Moony
Mors/my. •ii

PUIDOMS,
PONTIAC
1406 '
753

FUR
JEW
so*
COMPETING IN Junior Pro-Amateur in championships were Ashley Thurman and Pam Willett.

PLACING THIRD in Junior Amateur in championships were Ashley Thurman and Selina

°NINE MORNING OF
OUR 3166E5T 6AME, I
ALWAL(5 POUR MY5EL.

$3
with hie'
slaw.
753Fri-

B.B.0

753
Jeweir
Stone
Handicra
Nug
Chain

Have 5 m
759-4444
spirational
brighten
Children s
4445.

Donelson.

THIS IS OUR 8166E51GAME OF THE SEASON

$2.2

I M ALWAYS
AND '
TOO NERVOUS TO EAT..

A BOWL OF THE SAME
kIND OF CEREAL..
7

Yc
Sc

0

AUNT FRITZ, 15
AWAY TH IS n_
WEEK

SHE MADE ME
PROMISE I'D

WATER HER
FLOWERS EVERY
DAY

' /Ir
ATTEND CONVENTION — Representing the Thurman School of Dance at the

I'LL_ DO
IT
TODAY--

.1982 Mid U.S. Tournament and Dance Championships at Louisville, were, left to
right, front row, Sharon Poole, Ashley Thurman, Selina Donelson, Kelly Lyles,
Barbara Donelson, Keith Lyles, Robbie Stamps, Mary Lou Lyles, David Barnhill, standing, Lin Johnson,Pam Willett, Craig Thurman, Winnie Love, Charles
R. (Boogie) Thurman, Joe Cowin, Cynthia Hart, Rick Canty, Judy Baucum,
Verlene Ezell and Cathy Young. Not pictured are Kevin Hilkey and Elsie Thurman.
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TO: AL L'OF.
FICE PERSONNEL.
SUBJECT: 1-1ATRACK.

Wed
Co

Almo
Furnitu
r
items,
lots more.

Grand Opening Wed., July 28

C 19S2 wee,Fee.ge S"..M.k.r•c

000
listrEC

1 AFORESAIP NATRAcK
WAS INSTALLED FOR
PURPOSE OF -1ANGING
HATS' ALL

CONGRATULATIONS TO CHESTNUT
HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

We are proud to have participated in
the construction of this beautiful addition to Murray.

SI
ilatN
11401,
HEN
TO

WOW!I DREAMT
I WAS RIDING 4
I:ZOLLER COASTER'

CHF
MA

41

• CUSTOM BUILT PLASTIC
• NEON SIGNS
• LETTERS
• MANUFACTURING

0

SIGNS
• ERECTION
• MAINTENANCE
• REPAIRS

554-2817
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE

BABY'S FATHER..THE YOUNG
14L1513Ano OF LISANDRA ?

,e-AN
0

2
0

? POOR
CHAP., THE
DAV AFTER
LISANDRA
DIED, HE WAS
FOUND...

".. pro He
FALL„ CKS
WAS HE
PUSHED?"

_.-1444,01

THE DOOR'S LOCKED,
NOBLE BA OUP.

r
BREAK
IN!

ART-CRAFT
SIGNS

WA4.
VISI
SIR
RA
IN V
°LC
Co

:
g
o
AF4
TE:
'TM
HA,

V
Ak
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MANUFACTURE WHAT WE SELL"
4

' 125 GILHAVEN DR. LONE OAK

,.. •
ai'A*A44101.011,10110.110MA4:f0kA,
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I. Legal Notice

2. Notice

I. Gary Newport am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than m*
own Gary Newport

2. Notice

BEALE
HARDWARE

SERVICE
Electrical
Well Pumps
Plumbing Repair
H.L. ford

'74 INTERNATIONAL 4)(4
For Sole or
Trade for 2
wheel drive
pickup '73
model or up.
474-8041.

$2.29

For your convenience, Jim
Soder from our Soles Dept
will be •I Our showroom
trent 6 30 PM to 1,00 PM
on Mondays, Tuesday,
Thorsdoys sxI Fridays.
PU1DOMS, OLDSMOBILE,
, PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1406W. Main
753-5315
-

FURCHES
JEWELRY

count

off
selling

OWeddings With)
seistinction
CARTER STUDIO
300 Moon

753-8298

Wed.-Thurs.

For Sale
Catalog
Sales Agent

OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9am to
9pm DAILY
SUNDAY lpm
to 6pm
753-7113

Close to
Alms Heights
Furniture, baby
items, refrigerator,
ots more.

and
glass M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
0180 or 753 2798.

For
Sale
1976 Buick, mint
condition, low
iieage, 4 door„
Silver with red
top. Velar Interior.
753-7113.

e•
IW371ti
A Quality
Restaurant With
Full Service.
10 00
percent
discount to senior
citizens except on
specials.
Seafood Buffet
Friday

AUGUST SPECIAL
Fairgrounds Flea Market ,
54.00
Set up under roof
Set up outside - $2.00
Bring your yard sole lathe fleamorket.
Costs less then advertising your yard sale.

MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
FAIR GROUND
Call George Hodge
753-4669

6. Help Wanted
Mature man ex
perienced in truck,.
industrial or automo
_live parts Sales. Ouiside
sales experience a plus.
Send complete resume
to- PO Box 1040C
Murray.
, Icy 42071.

Mature responsible
person to babysit in
teachers home with
children ages 1 and 3.
Must have references.
Call 753-4801.
RN or LPN positions
available full time or
part time, for the 3 11 or
7-11 shifts. Excellent
salary and benefits
available. Apply in
person or call Care Inn
4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky., 247 0200.
Secretary receptionist
wanted part time.
Duties, payroll, typing,
record keeping, 'etc.
Mail resume to PO Box
1040F Murray, Ky
42071_

1

WANTED

Young ambitious girl
to work in Stereo
Store. Part time
possibly full. Must be
honest, reliable and
able to meet the
public. Send resume to
P.O. Box 324 Murray,
Ky. 42071.

*Wanted

mature, re
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home
Must have re
ferences Write RO Box
1040D Murray, Ky.
42071.

;kr*.

rpm,

ANCE

BELL"

OAK

I

Nationally
known firm
Muroy, Ky. Lam
.tion moderate in.
vestment reM & G Complete Glass
quired. Low
Co_ has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
17,000. take over
mirrors. We install auto
existing store
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
lease. Call or
trucks. We install
write: Larry
aluminum 'store fronts,
plate glass, and inHeublein
2101
sulated glass. We fix
East Kemper Rd.
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We Sharonville, Ohio
cut, I glass table tops,
45265. Phone
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
513-782-5209.
replace patio door

Big
Yard
Sale

SIGN OF THE CROSS
&MONG THE FIRST
INDIANS IN THE
NEW WORLD
TO BECOME
CHRISTIANS WA,
MANTEO, IN 1587.
HIS C.ONVERSION
WAS SUPERVISED BY
SIR WALTER
RALEIGH
IN V1RGINIA'c,
"LOST
COLONY

FIRST YOU GEE IT,..
MEN YOU DON'T' WERE TALKIIV&
4pour MONEY AS OFTEN AS YOU
VINE

SA
TELL YOURSELF 'ILL START
THIS WEEK"..5001ETHINO^ USUALLY
SO'
DO
FAIL
TO
K7U
HAPMEMS AND
WELL. HERE'S WSURANLE FOR
PAYROLL
SAYINF- JOIN ME

SAVINGS PLAN WHERE YOU wORK
rob. WANT.NO VECIFY AN Amootir
PAYCHECK
SET ASIDE FROM YOUR
BUY
rare MONEY' mit BE USED Tr).,

GAMIAN55 BONDS

21. Mobile Home Rentals

Teacher needs baby
sitter for 4 year old
Must nave own trans
...ortation
References
required Call 753 9571

Two bedroom furnished Black Of silver toy
mobile home for rent Poodle puppies 550
5
rail 435 4278
year old Registeree
female poodle 575 Cali
30. Business Rentals
474 8050 after 3p m
Three month old Re
tiny Toy
1981 office and gistered
Poodle /53 0582

9. Situation Wanted
Man seeking a 10L
driving tractor, trailer
experienced 759 9587
Will do house cleaning
Have references
Cal
577 8831 or 753 3498 4ft,
ip m

Rhonda's Twirling
School. Coll 7591871 after 5 P.M.

price.

Vernon's Western
Store

Have 5 minutes' Call
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children s tape 7594445.

in

dis-

Smith IL Wesson 44
Cal. revolver, 8 inch
barrel, Power
Custom, Indepen
dance Mo.

753-2835
Jewelry Repair
Stone setting
Handicrofted Gold
Nuggets
Chain Repair

6. Help Wanted

11. Instruction

percent

regular

$297

1

NOTICE

'IJT

stock. 20 to 50

Shotgun, Reminton,
Model 870 Magnum

with fries and tole
slaw.
753-3149
Fri-Sat,
B.B.Q. Ribs

Sale

on all paints in

Special
Sale

$3.95

Pre -

Inventory

Reg

•

28

Special

435-4152

Granny's Porch
Catfish Plate
Wed. 5 to
10 p.m.

of Dance at the
He, were, left to
on, Kelly Lyles,
les, David Bar.e Love, Charles
Judy Baucum,
and Elsie Thur-

A, .....

,
1

24stk 2:-1112

2. Notice

ateur in churlI Pam Willett.

e 0 •

P
31C.H.44akM31E3IFIX3103/1

ville

and Dance Chamam Willett, Mary
ihnson, back row,
, David Barnhill,
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BOOK BEAT
VRAVE L LING
LI BRARtES STARTED
IN MARYLAND IN
1905 THE DRIVER
WAS THE LIBRARY'S

JANTTOR. HE
MADE THREE
TR,PS A WEEK

13. For Sale or Trade
PROPERTY at 3rd and
Sycamore with 6 bay
concrete block building,
with _all utilities and
payee' parking lot.
Property can be used
for any type teisineSS.
Will take car or pickup
on trade. Owner will
finance. Paducah 554
5543.
Redworm raising busi
ness for sale
Good
Potential. 436 2102.

storage trailer
new, with air conditioner. $3000.
Can be seen at
Garrison Motor
Soles, Duiguid Dr.
off Hwy. 641
North.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartments.
efficiency. 1 or 2 bed
room
Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753 6609

31. Pets-Sup0fies

For
Sale
3 goats
753-1265

43 Real Estate

49. Used Cars
.,rplus deeps Cars

Purdom & Mormon
Insurance &
Real [stele
Sauthside Coen Sq
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

44 Lots for Sale
KENTUCKY LAKE
LOTS Lot 22 and 23 in
Green Valley
Re
stricted area 759 9457

Many sell for
opals
For in
,.ncler 550
formation call 312 931
1961 E xt 1774

50. Used Trucks
1978 Chewy Luv Extra
sharp 759 1330
1979 Dodge Power Wa
gon I wheel drive air,
automatic camper top
tow mileage 436 5414
1980 Dodge low mileage
great condition 54500
Call
or best offer
753 0405 or 759 1871

51. Campers

40. Produce

46. Homesfor Sale

Large ye- I o.
corn. Call 753 4775
Floyd McKenzie.
Purple hull peas. lima
beans
You pick we
pick 753 8848.
Silver Queen sweet corn
5.75 per dozen, you pick
1 mile east of Hazel
Hwy 893 Call 492 8153

1973 Shasta camper
1
story 3 bedroom. 2 12ft S1200 or best offer
bath, 3 miles from town
must sell 759 9673
iv
from east school 241t
Frolic camper
Large lot, wood storage $2150 After 4p m 753
shed 531,500 753 8848
8673
ALL HOMES ARE NOT Camper for sale
1972
CREATED EQUAL and 16ft self contained 753
this one is exceptional! 9239
Mature trees, land
scaped ground, built in 51. Boats-Motors
kitchen, cheerful eating
17f I.. Fiberas -cabin
area. Hal2PY
Johnson
living is yours to emoy cruiser 50hp
51500, 10ft
in an atmosphere of and trailer
Whaler fiberglas
Boston
thoughtfully planned
center board sail boat
beatury) Call loud and
and trailer 5550. lift
clear.. 753 1492
Cen
In hull open
fury 21. Loretta' Jobs Fiberglas
launch 75hp Johnson
Realtors
and trailer $1700. Call
FOR SALE BY OW
436 2506
HER. Owner will fin
1976 Jet boht )53 0582
ance equity at 12 per
cent to qualified buyer. 1980 Sea Safe 15ft.
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car tri-hull Calypso
garage, city schools, runabout with 1979
wooded lot, 1207 Doran Mariner 80hp motor and
Starr trailer. Plus ac
Rd , 753 9732.
cessories for boat. Ex
Four bedroom older
condition. Call
cellent
home on quiet re759.1030 after 4p m.
sidential street. Excellent location, central
53. Services Offered
gas heat and immediate
possession. Priced in
the low 5201s. K OP
Mune. Service CO.
PERUD REALTY
alumni ad vial silt,
753-1222.
test), !rim ivert.
Two bedroom 'house
Retraces Call Will U
Cherry' Corner 700sq. ft.
27 acres_ $8000 Well, no
Bailey. 153-0689
Pump 474 8834.

53. Services Offered
FREE ESTIMATE
All Electricai, pi
ing, Painting. and At-,
Pump NeedS Licensed
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
15 years ex
perience Carpentry
concrete, plumbing.
roofing. sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359. nights 114 2776

im
nginuamnd aAnidumir:un m
y
siding
trim for all houses It
stops painting.
Jack Glover

753 187,3
K & •
TUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
y_eur_yarp . or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving onl *
sawdust and chips Cal
for free estimates Boo
Kemp 435 4343 or Boo
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
Lake Refrigeration -Air
conditioners, small ap
pliances repaired. 474
8841.

Male needs place to
share until University
43._Real gstate
starts Atrg.
753 7149_
BEST BUY ON THE
:A
One and 2 bedroom
Now is the time of the
apartments near down
town Murray
753 4109, year to take off, in your
boat docked behind your
767 6650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom efficiency house or to enjoy the
carpeted, private bath peace and beauty of
Licensed electrician for
595 monthly, plus de 'Kentucky Lake. We
residential and corn
posit. Across from COI have 2 lovely homes
mercial
Heating „re
with
owner
financing
lege. 753 .4793 after
aircondition. gas in
priced in 550's. Let us
4p m
14. Want to Buy
stallation and repair
show you how you can
One beciroom ApartPhone 753 7203
Wanted
good used ment, Hamlet North, have that lake home
refrigerator. Call carpet, range. re, you've always wanted
and
now
you
can
afford.
George,• 75,3 7422 or frigerator, disposal.
Call Spann Realty As
492 8565
Lease required. Nb
soc. 753 7774.
pets. Call 753-7550 or
19, Farm Equipment
Newly decorated duplex
753 7559
/ blocks from the
Three grain bins, 1 Three room furnished 1
University.
Situated on
portable batch dryer, 2 apartment, water fur•
transport augers, fans, nished 5130 per month a tree shaded lot with
security
lights
in back
motors, augers, etc
rent $ 10 O. deposit.
Contact Calloway Modest electric bill. yard. Priced at 532,500.
Cod'nty ASCS Office Call 753 9829 after 5p m. .Call-KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
phone 753 1781
Two apartments for
Three point hitch 40ft rent. 1 furnished, 1
broom spray with .. 300, unfurnished, both with 01 Strout,
M ETC H' E L L
gallon tank nearly new
air. carpet, and walk to
BLACK TORPING
Realty
Call 753 5602 or 435 4472.
campus 1-5277670.
Commercial. Incfust
AIR CONDITIONERS rial, Residential, also
Two bedroom apart47.
Motorcycles
22. Musical
seir
appliances
and
Patching and Sea
ment non furnished,
Office (oust to Coast
viced. Fre.ezers; Coating. Phone 753 1537.
across from college.
1973 Honda 350 Custom
Boyers from Everywhere
washers, dryers. and
INFLATION
5185
a month plus
Call
paint
and
fairing
Need work on your
Reliable Service Since 1900
refrigeralsors. A.11
deposit. 753-4793 after
trees? Topping, prun
759-4627.
1912 Coldwater toed
PRICES
brands. 759-1322.
•
4p.m.
ing, shaping, complete
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400
Mirror Kentucky 42071
APPLIANCE removal and more. Call
On Pioneer, Sony, Two bedroom Town
runs extremely well,
(S021703-0116
Kenmore, HOVER'S TREE
SERVICE
Sanyo, Majestic, Houses available at
extras
Take
best
of
lots
Anytime
Westinghouse. SERVICE for Pro.
Hamlet North Apart
offer 762 6154
JOEL 8111111011
Maroun car stereos.
Whirlpool. .20 years tes.sionAL.Aree. . care
ments, carpeted, cen
1978 &iliac° 753 0582
Broker
World of Sound
experience. Parts and 753 8536.
tral air and heat, range,
Licensed 8, Bonded
1978
Endure
Yamaha
Bobby Hopper
servic,e.
years
in
service,
22
Expert
disposal,dishwasher,
Painting Exterior
dn.. Excellent_ condi-Appliance .. Ser. -interior.' - 37 - years' 'ex business
'refrigerator; wastrer
tion. Less than 4000 vice 202 S. 5th St.
and.
perience. J C. Russell
'Hookup. FOR SALE OR miles used on road only.
753-5865
7 5 3 - 4 .8 7 2 .
Lease required. Call TRAD.E
2 bedroom
753 0315
Call 753 8811 after 5p.m.
753 8886 r home).
753 7550 or 753-7559.
home in town for a 3
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
1979 MX 100. E cif/tent Appliance repair work
or,
bedroom
in
town
' Will clean carpets,
Kenwood, Marantz, We have apartments,
all brands. Specialize in
country
Let vs show condition. Call 753 8147.
windows, also clean
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro houses, and trailers.
you this adorable star
1981 Yamaha 650 Tappen. Call 753 5341 or
fessional installation. Call Coleman Real Es
and wax hard wood
ter home or retirement Special. Like new only 354-6956_ Earl Lovett.
Sunset Boulevard Music tate and Property home. This
home is in a 700 miles
$1800. Build and Repair
floors. Satisfaction
Dixieland Center Management. Call 753
quiet neighborhood, on 759 9995. Ask for Mr_ tobacco barns. Free
9898.
guaranteed.
Chestnut St 753-0113
a large lot and has extra Stewart.
estimate Call 435 4347.
753-3317
3-4. Houses for Rent
. outside storage. With Honda Mooed like new.
23. Exterminating
out trade Owner will
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed- finance. Priced in the Call after 4p.m., 753
FLOOR SANDING
Dowdy Repair
R. L
5114
room house for rent. 20's. Call Spann Realty
Shop now open for
AND FINISHING
Honda XL 15 very
Call 435 4278.
Associates, 753-7724.
business
on Cherry
20 years experience.
A 3 bedroom brick Reduced to 524,700. clean, excellent condi
Corner Road F2't 5
Stained floors our
house near Coldwater Located close to the lion. 1 year old. $300.
Murray, for complete
Call 753 7219.
for rent. Call 489 2541.
speciality.
service on auto's and
University
Neat as a
small
trucks, lawn
For lease 3 bedroom. 2 pin and has an as
Services
ROD
IA
4.Auto
U
mowers, tillers, chair
Kelley's Termite bath, family room, liv sumable loan. Call Automotive transFLOOR CO.
ing room, dining room, KOPPERUD REALTY
saws Your patronage is
missions 565 exchange,
354-6127
deeply appreciated.
& Pest Control. kitchen. Central air and - 753 1222.'
ex
radiators 520
Call 436-2919.
gas heat. Near MSU 412
change, starters and
Phone 753-3914
N. 7th St. 759 1347.
Want a business of your
Refrigeration and Air
alternators $20. ex
12181111
94
_ For rent like new 2
Look
at
this!
own'
CARPET CLEANING. Condition Service and
change. Deposit re
Repair. Central air. Air
bedroom
home_
Gar
Estimates.
Free
24. Miscellaneous
Roger's Trading Post on
quired without an exage, central air, fenced
Satisfied references, conditioners cleaned. Gas
Cypress Springs one mile
change. New and used
8,300 220 Airconditioner, yard. $300. a month.
upon
air conditioners $23
Vibra Steam or Quick'
parts. 474 2325.
from two active boat
48in
florescent lights, Ca11502 695-1871.
Dry Cleaning. 436-5536.
Import
Auto
Salvage
recess ceiling lights
docks. Has great
1 Upholstery Cleaning). Roy's Carpenter- Shop
Four room house un753 0315.
New and used auto Lee's Carpet. Cleaning custom . wood.. working
grocery,
furnished close to town.
possibilities
parts. Open 8 • 5 753 5827.
Firewood cut to order. Call 753 1246
cabinet tops kitchen
bait and tackle, boat and
Mon Sat. Call 474 2325_
523
per rick. Call Houses near University'
Campbell's Tree Ser- cabinets remodeling
camper storage. Priced
. . . •
Used
436 2292.
Duane's
Place
$in. per month, $100: at $29,500. Interested Yolkswagon parts, tune- vice.- Topping, --trimFor sale AA Kirby and deposit. Call 753-6114
Full repairs. 753 5883
ming, removing
up. break jobs, rebuilt insurance. Call 1 527 Will do yard work and
- Coll 753,4000 or
Electrolux vacuum after 6p.m.
motors,435
4272.
cleaners, with at- If you've thought about
489-2266.
0918.
hedge trimming, cut
tachments. Good as living off the land in a
Chimney Sweeping and remove dead
49. Used Cars
new. Call Paris 901 642' simple 2 room early
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
Service...... .
7473.
before you need your -7511332.
American cabin without
Helium Balloons on a electricity. this is your
chimney. Later we will Wriaossi Wissrtd Ser
string for sale. 9 and chance. LoCated 14
have a Working list. Call
Fr Sale
llin
sizes
ASsorted miles from Murray lp
435 4348 or 762 4792.
colors for ' birthdays, miles from Paris, and
1979 Oldsmobile Concrete, block, brick.
Realtors
anniversaries, and all 10 miles from the lake,
98, Regency two .basements, founVillage Hwy. 641 N.
occassions. 753.0817
beautiful woods and
dations, drive ways,
ROOF
Murray, Ky.
door Deisel. 1979 sidewalks, patios, and
Prixdesnapions saddle fields. $145 per month,
PROBLEMS?
with fittings S250., new References and deposit
Tor- chimneys. Free es
Oldsmobile
English bridal $50., and required. Call 753 3271.
timates. Call 753 5476
TIRED - OF HOUSING
Need a second opinonado. 753
misc. equipment. 753 Two bedroom house AROUND? Walk into
nion? Build-up or
6744 after 6p. m.
1107 Olive 1 year lease. this three bedroom
3488
Residential. Local
Will deliver. J. G. Crawford home and walk into
Sawdust
Roofing All Types, 15
luxury family living at
referances. Call Hugh
Shoemaker Lumber Co. Mayfield 247 4869
years
experience,
all
1965 Fiat model 1300.
Hwy 22 North McKenzie, Two brick houses in an affordable price
Outland, 759-1718 or
work guaranteed. Don
Tenn. 901 352 5777, after town, 1 house in Master bedrooms allow 1948 Citroen good con
7S3-8076.
furniture
ar
creative
completely
re
dition,
5p.m. 901 352 3632.
Wilkerson,
489 2580
country. Married
rangements. Spacious stored. Call 436 5560.
Victoria 200 tomato couple. Option buy 753or 345-2602
country kitchen makes 1968 CAMERO new
!Ulcer 525.99, grape 3942.
entertaining a re built motor, new
spiral S6.99, berry
oleasureable ex
brakes, new clutch Call
screen 58.99. Wallen 37. Livestock-Supplies
Perience for family arid 753 0009.
Hdw Paris, Tenn
Hickory Lane Stables
friends. For family, dial
Boarding stalls and 753 1492, Century 21, 1982 Chevy Citation.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1100 miles, loaded.
riding lessons availa
Loretta Jobs Realtors. .
5
43
815800. Call 753 9043
bath,
bedroom,
2
.
ble. 759 4588, 753 7637.
1976 2
762
days, after 8p m
on -1 v acre lot with Horses boarded. Pas
outside storage. Central tune $20. Stalls 530.
I
with
wood
air
and
heat
1982 Mazda 626 luxury. 1
Limited space. 753 3010.
woodiow,
stove 753 7534. 753 0226
owner bought new in
Murray
753 1331 or
38. Pets-Supplies
28. Mobile Home Rentals
after 5p-m . 7,53 1207
Apso pups.
A 2 or 3 bedroom new AKC Lhasa
JEEPS, CARS.
and
black
Cocker
pups
furniture and carpet,
From the road or 'PICKUPS from $35
buff. and
air conditioned. 585. to Ian,
Available at local Gos'
Weimaraner
648
5225.
from within, you'll
$150 per month. Shady
Auctions_ For Director,
644 1453.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Oaks 753 5209.
be impressed. call 805 687 6000 Ext
Registered
AKC
hely 30, 1982, 6:00 p.m.
Split-rail fencing
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
8155 Call refundable
puppres
for rent near Murray. Doberman
Well built and cared for three bedroom
frames the
Championship
No pets 489 2611
beautifully landbrick. Two full baths, Fireplace in amily
bloodline. 759 4588, 753
Trailer for lent
2 /637.
scaped Pa acre lot
room. Range and double oven.
bedroom. 753 9740
and stately 8 room,
Dishwasher. Majority of drapes and
AKC Registered Cocker'
Trailers tor rent See Spaniel 8 weeks Old.
brick home. Walkcarpeted through-out. More than average
Brandon Dill at Dill's Shot and wormed Bluff
closets; marble
in
amount of storage space. Located on apTrailer Court
1977 Pacer 6
and blond. Call after
baths, top quality
proximately 1 12 acres of land featuring
6p.m..753 291$.
cylinder Delux.
30. Business Rentals
workmanship and
outside storage building, concrete floored
AKC Registered
materials are sure
low
Loaded,
clog pen, paved drive and double carport
Doberman Pinscher
to please the most
Pups 8 weeks old Dam
Mini
miloge, mint con
Property is located on Highway 1,21.North.
discerning buyer.
premises
and
Sire
on
.
Warehouse
nest North of Coldwetee.• - •
Priced at $80:000.
ditIon. 20 MPG,
Exc'ellent stock . and
Storage Space
For further information contact 1/1511
conformation $150 firm Call KOITERUD
753-7113.
For Rent
Miller. Al,ictioneer or Anna Requarth,
(would consider trade x REALTY - 753'for horses). Phone
753-4758
Broker.
1222.
• 436 7336 after 6p m

For
Sale

.
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OBITUARIES-

I Newborn admissions and dismissals listed for two days

Rites planned G.S. Hinson
drowns; rites
for Rev. Mayer
conducted
Services for the Rev
Lloyd M Mayer will be
Wednesday at 10 arm in
the chapel of J H. Churchill Funeral Home The
Rev. Calvin Wilkins will
officiate
Pallbearers will be
Owen H Hale, Glenn
Hale. Edward Hale,
Gerald Paschall, Marvin
Parks and James Mayer.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Rev. Mayer, 81, Rt. 3.
died Sunday morning at

The funeral for
Gregory Steven Hinson,
22, Buchanan, Tenn., was
today at 10 a.m. In LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway. Morticians, Paris, Tenn. F.C.
Prince officiated.
Pallbearers were Dennis Duncan, Tommy
Ferguson, George
Milam, Bobby Pace, Junmy Hinson, Darrell
Coats, Dean Keatts and
Tris Wilson.
Burial was in Bethel
Cemetery.
Mr. Hinson drowned
Sunday about 7 p.m.
while fishing at Leatherwood Boat Dock in
Stewart County, Tenn.
He was an employee of
Emerson Electric Co.,
Paris. and a graduate of
Henry County High
School. Born April 25,
1960, he' was the son of
John T. Hinson. Sr.. and
Mary Agnes Duncan Hinson.
Survivors are his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hinson, Sr., two sisters,
Mrs. Patricia McClure
and Mrs. Becky White.
Buchanan: two brothers.
John T. Hinson. Jr.,
Buchanan, and Jerry
Hinson,Scottsboro, Ala.

Rev-. Lloyd Mayer
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a
retired Baptist minister.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Jeuel Owen
Mayer; one son. Boyce H.
Mayer, Houston, Texas;
sister. Mrs. Elizabeth
Hendrick, Mayfield;
brother. Ed Mayer, Murray: two grandchildren
and one greatgrandchild.
MISS AMERICA
Animal acts were banned from the Miss
America Beauty Pageant
in 1949 after a contestant
was almost tossed into
the orchestra pit by her

Adults 113
Nursery 6
7-24-1r2
No newborn admissions
•Dismissals
Marilyn Gaye Martin,
Rt. 7; Bobby F. Kirks, Rt.
5; Betty L. Kelso,806 Sunny. Lane: Lamar G.
Glaksco, Rt. I. Farmington; Ronald E
Shemwell, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Carl F. Douthitt, Rt. 3,
Martin, Tenn.; Jean A.
Lawson, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Katrina M. Jerger, Rt. 3;
Teresa J. Williams, New
Concord; Glen M. Joiner,
Rt. I, Almo. Tiffany .N.
Wenderoth. E18 Fox
Meadows.
Nelda F. Adkins, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Gertie M.
Garland, 609 Broad Ext.;
Dora Mae Bucy, 625
South Fourth St.; Nellie
R. Conger, Rt. 1. Paris,
Tenn.; Calvert Harris,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Barney
Paschall,835 Hurt Dr.
Ervie G. Willoughby,
Rt. 3; D.Y. Dunn, 1005
Fatrlane;
McSwain, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; James A. Parker,
16329 Catalina Dr.: Eula
M. Paschall, Rt. 1. Farmington.
Goldie M. Barrow, Rt.
3, Dover, Tenn.; Carl
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton;
Cora Dumas, 300 Pine
St.; Henry B. Turner, B5
Fox Meadows; Mozelle
B. Jones, Ill North Ninth

St

and baby girl. No. 4,
Janice Wallace and
Scenic Valley Dr., bib boy. Rt. 2.
Hamlin
Dismissals
Karen Alexander and
Kathy K Fanner and
baby boy,505 Blair St
baby boy, Rt. 5, Benton;
Tana Fanner and baby. Sherri Leigh Garland and
boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield
baby boy, Rt. 8; James E.

Adults 117
Nursery 8
7-25-82
Newborn admissions
Jackie Cunningham

FORT LEWIS, Wash.
(API — Grunting and
groaning. stomping and
slashing, a platoon from
C Company tests the
power of an ancient formula for kindling a
fighting spirit in listless
soldiers: the war dance.
"The war dance has
been used for thousands
of years to develop Iranquility and courage and
tenacity in warriors."
says Johnny Kai, a
retired Army officer and
former Green Beret,
Kai, 49, who teaches the
21-step dance to the
soldiers under a contract
with the An*,says it is
designed , to develop
"combat chemistry."
"It keeps it interesting," said Pvt. Donny Davis, 18, of Danville,
III., one of the 30 or so
soldiers in the platoon
from :C Company of the
39th Infantry's 2nd Battalion dancing along the
Nisqually River, where
they had been building

rope bridges.
Training can get
monotonous and mundane, said Capt. Robert
Simmons, commander of
C Company. "This livens
it up. The troops get
psyched up."
Kai explains, "For
three to five seconds,
whether it's football or
combat, in the crucial
moments a person must
be energized and be alive.
When the ball is snapped,
you have three to five
seconds of intense activity. It's the same in combat.
: "It's the chemical efFect"-he said. "We want
to develop combat
chemistry."
Kai has taught similar
techniques to Green
Berets and football
players.
As C Company pounds
out its dance, which combines boxing, martial
arts, football and wrestling moves, another coinpany of soldiers working
nearby hoots and leers.

Lt. Bill Rice, 23, a C
Company platoon leader,
said the razzing is a normal, jealous response of
those who aren't part of
the experimental program.
"Our war dance is better than sitting around
telling dirty jokes and
discussing the latest issue
of Playboy," he said.
The war dance is just
one of the programs C
Company is testing for
the Army. Unlike most
soldiers, who part cornpany after basic training,
the soldiers in C Corn-
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•
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pany will spend their ArC Company, which
my careers together.
transferred to Fort Lewis
The "regimental" plan, last month after basic
as it's called, tests the training at Fort Benning,
theory that soldiers who Ga., is scheduled to go to
remain together will be South Korea in March
happier and will fight bet- 1984. The company will
stay one year. returning
ter,
stateside a few days
The experiment is before three-year
nicknamed COHORT, for
enlistments expire.
Cohesion Operational
Readiness and Training
"You can train the men
the way you want to,"
said Staff Sgt. Dennis
Pagan in Rice's platoon.
"They are not here one
week and gone the next."
••

Program at university
The artificial insemination program at the
University of CaliforniaIrvine Medical Center expects to serve about 1,000
women this year, compared with only six during 1970, when the program began. Nationally,
doctors estimate that
15,000 to 20,000 babies are

artificially. conceived
each year.
The process involves
inserting about a tablespoon of sperm from a
donor into the woman's
vagina. It takes an
average of three to four
attempts to achieve
pregnancy, at a cost of
$100 per attempt.

Stock market
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Ate Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amercican Telephone
(Ander
Dupont
Ford
(I A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Gaodnch
Goodyear
Golf 00
Heublein
tail
J (' Penney
Jerwo
K-Mart
Penwalt
(Miter Oats
Terwris
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Wetterau
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•
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HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
.(LINT KELLEY

mAYFIELD, KY

247-0673 or 1-800 592-3488

Livestock market
1.0L'ISI: I LL.E. Ky. AP. USDA*
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1 700. limited slaughter steers and
heifers steady. cotes 1 *5240 higher
bulls 1 40.240 lower slaughter calves
and vealers poorly tested early feeders
opening folly steady
Slaughter steers chase 3 965-150 lbs
62 5663 40. few good and choice 2-3 1.275
lb dairy Meals 56 40. slaughter heifers
few chaene 3 910 Ibis 6135 grade 5 1.000
lbs 58 75 commercial cows 3-5 39 06
44 70 ,
1-3 37 50-43 00, highdressing 43 50-47 25 cutter 1-2 35 5040 00 canner and cutter under BOO lb.
27 75-3526. slaughter bulls grade
2961.775 Ito 516054.00. grade 1-2

Final Markdown

Hog market

1.000-1650 lbs 45 00-51 SO. few choice
186-50 lb verniers 60 0667 50. calves
untested earls
Feeder steers medium frame 1 *5-,
300 IS, 65 50-68 50 300-400 lbs 63*
67 00 500-600 lbs 6300.16 70, 660.740110-,
62 00-66 30
700-865 lbs 5940.63 10.
medium frame 1340-560 lbs 54 0663 00,
500-700 lbs 5.3 00.0340 large frame 2,
mostly HoLstems 395-55 lbs 4550-51 50.
606750 lbs 48 75-53 50, 920. lbs 5275.
medians frame 1-2 bulls 406600 lbs
50 00-61 75. 606790 lbs 56 00-56 25,
heifers medium frame 1 300-400 'lb.
53 0045 CIO. 400-500 lbs 5340-20 10. 506
600 lbs 5240-50 M. 600-700 lbs 53 405640, 700-775 lbs 52.40-54*

Federal-State Market News Service July
1912
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Berge Includes6 Buying Stations
!tempts Art 575 Est 800 Barrows le Gilts
Uneven mostly steady Sows onmeri 540417
to 1 higher
66075-01 25 few 6110
US 1.1110.240 lbs
SO 40.1166
US 2700-210 lb.
$60 5041 On
US 2210-220150
US 2-3220-270 lbs
159 54-605Sows
NI 00-50 QC
US1 2776350 Ms
050 03-50 50
US 1-3 3C6450 Ibs
$50 50-51 56
0-00,1.3 426-360 lb.
151 50-53 56
US 63506650 ibs
$49 0650 CC
US 2-33-2* lbs
Boars 42-43

L
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Downtown, Murray

OPEN 6 DAYS
/

FLASH IEDE:M

ft
..,
DRIVE UP
CONVENIENCE

GRAND OPENING

•

WE ARE YOUR LITTLE STORE WITH A WHOLE LOT MORE
OUR GUARANTEE
YOU WILL BE HAPPY WITH YOUR PHOTOS OR YOUR MONEY BACK

•
•
•

,

FLASH CUBE COUPON.
NO LIMIT

fO'ROLL of
FILM

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

4
in return for each roll of
I
color print film developed el .
s
FLASH CUBE
s
in. m RASH CUBE COUPON m =me

Bring your special
roll of film to your
local Flashcube
for the finest
film processing.

1-- FLASH CUBE COUPON -NO LIMIT

Any Current

MAGAZINE
with any 2 rolls of color
print film developing

Use the attached
1 coupon for your
FREE
F
ROLL
any processing.
OF
FILM.
I
Present this coupon with 1
any processing and receive
You may never
101‘ OFF our Normal Price. Ie
have to buy
.i
...FLASH CUBE COUPON ..=1.
film again.

s•-- FLASH CUBE COUPON m•,m.

10% OFF I

TWO

•

• ..., FLASH CUBE COUPON .,.=

**AMUR)
ALBUM

BLANK VIDEO CASSETTE
RCA VK 250 $14.95
SONY 1 750 $17.95

with any 2 rolls of color
print film developing

for ONE

BRING IN A ROLL OF COLOR
PRINT FILM FOR DEVELOPING
AND PRINTING AND RECEIVE
2 SETS OF COLOR PRINTS FOR
THE PRICE OF 1
ALL SIZES at time of original
order only
—...FLASHCUBE COUPON-.

8 X 10
Enlargement

$2.99
from any color negative

....•FLASH CUBE COUPON..
•
•
•

...i,

m.. FLASH CUBE COUPON•

••• ....N.= FLASH CUBE COUPON

UM

..

HIGH QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

•
•

WE ALSO CARRY

•

•
•
•

LOW EVERYDAY

FILM • FLASH CUBES
CiMERA BATTERIES
MAGAZINES
NEWSPAPERS

Bank of Murray
Member FDIC

CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

12 EX. FUJI COLOR

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

ONE COUPON PER
ROLL OF FILM

Mon.•Sal

8 P.m...9 p.m.

•OOOOO •••••

JC Penney Department Store
Maurice's
Fashion Bug
Kinney Shoes
Read more Book Store
The Big Dipper
Michelson's Jewelers
Video World

it

imoN1111111P

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

WELCOME
to
MURRAY'S

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

Dixieland Center

'1!,1

•
•
•
•
•

Vera Pearl Miller, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Otho Schroader, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Dixie M. Pogue,
509 South Seventh St.;
Lloyd M. Mayer expired 1, Rt. 3; Alfred
Wells expired. Rt. 8.

War dance used to instill Army's fighting spirit

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

f•••••••••••••••*******************
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•
•
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York, Rt. 8, Benton.
Vickie R. Thornton, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.
Janice J. Kirk, Rt. 4:
Ronnie J. Miller, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Christine C.
Coklow, 401 North Cherry
St.: Attie M. Spann, Rt. 4;

CIGARETTE
PRICES

52c

AND MUCH MORE

Per
Pack

Plus Toe

GENERIC CIGARETTES 39C per pack - $3.59 per carton
.

We can special order cameras, film, and professional film supplies. _

A DIVISION OF TENN-MO SALE$ DEVELOPMENT, INC.
WEAIONOR ALL COMPETITORS' COUPONS OR SPECIALS

--,

if

